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Kia-shatach
Saradesi Labyrinth of Renewal

ENDORSEMENTS
“What a priceless experience to be able to catch a glimpse into one of the
most remarkable lives of our time …”
H.E. Ambassador Armen Sarkissian
Former Prime Minister of the Republic of Armenia
Astro-physicist, Cambridge University, U.K.
********
“I’m really impressed with Almine and the integrity of her revelations.
My respect for her is immense and I hope that others will find as much
value in her teachings as I have.”
Dr. Fred Bell
Former NASA Scientist
*******
“The information she delivers to humanity is of the highest clarity. She
is fully deserving of her reputation as the leading mystic of our age.”
Zbigniew Ostas, Ph.D.
Quantum Medicine, Somatidian Orthobiology
Canada and Poland
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About the Author
Almine is a mystic, healer and teacher who traveled for years
through many countries, empowering thousands of individuals who
were drawn to her comprehensible delivery of advanced metaphysical concepts. In the wake of her humility and selfless service, unspeakable miracles have followed.
In her life, made rich by the mystical and the holy, she has stood
face-to-face with many of the ancient Masters of light, retaining full
memory of the ancient holy languages in both written and spoken
form.
Her teachings are centered on the idea that it is not only possible
to live a life of mastery and love, but that it is the birthright of every
human to attain such levels of perfection. Her journey has become
one of learning to live in the physical, maintaining the delicate balance of remaining self-aware while being fully expanded.
“When we live in the moment, we live in the place of power, aligned
with eternal time and the intent of the Infinite. Our will becomes blended with that of the Divine.”
— Almine
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Saradesi Satva Yoga
The Yoga of Eternal Youth
As translated from the ancient texts of Saradesi—The Fountain
of Youth
The ancient texts speak of time as movement. They affirm that time
and space, movement and stillness, are illusions. To sustain any illusion requires an enormous amount of resources. This depletion of
resources causes aging and decay.
The illusion of polarity, the impossibility that the One Life can be
divided and split is brought to resolution by balancing the opposite
poles exactly. Only then can they cancel one another out, revealing an incorruptible reality that lies beyond—the reality of Eternal
Youth.
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144 Core Illusions of Separation

144 Core
of Separation
Illuminations
ofIllusions
the Gods

Illumination 1
Illusion 1comes from an absence of
Illumination
light. To find the source of illusion,
Illusion comes from an absence of light. To find the source
of illusion,
seekthe
the understanding
understanding that is missing.
seek
that is missing.
Exploitation
comes
from
a
misplaced
desire
for order. The
Exploitation comes from
a mismind perceives order as the compartmentalizing of life,
placedof oneness
desirefor the
forpurpose
order.
The mind
the separating
of controlling
through definition.
perceives order as the compartmentalTrue order is the never-ending spontaneous flow of
izing
ofOne
life,
separating ofis duality.
oneness
perfection
of the
Life.the
Compartmentalization
The nature of mind has been separative, to try to map
for the purpose of controlling through
out the incomprehensible. Those that seek to exploit are
acting definition.
out the need of mind to create boundaries, by forcing
others to do so.
True order is the never-ending spontaneous flow of perfection of
By illuminating the recognition of the oneness of life, the
true inclusive
natureLife.
of mindCompartmentalization
assumes its place on the
the One
is duality. The nature of mind
thrones of our lives. We live the truth that there is no
has been
separative,
relationship,
there is only
One Life. to try to map out the incomprehensible. Those
that seek to exploit are acting out the need of mind to create boundaries, by forcing others to do so.
By illuminating the recognition
of the oneness of life, the true in9
clusive nature of mind assumes its place on the thrones of our lives.
We live the truth that there is no relationship, there is only One Life.
© 2009-2010 All Rights Reserved. Spiritual Journeys, LLC.

Illuminations of the Gods
Illumination 2
Mind can
Illumination
2 only decide whether an action is worth taking based upon assessMind can only decide whether an action is worth taking
based ment
upon assessment
past experience. Time
as linear
is
of pastofexperience.
Time
as linear
an illusion. The past does not exist as real; all there is, is the
is anmoment.
illusion.
The
past indoes
not exist
fluid eternal
Because
life changes
an exponential
way asas
thereal;
fluid moment
flows,
linear
predictability
of
all there is, is the fluid eternal
outcome is impossible.
moment.
life uschanges
in an
The addiction
of mindBecause
to ‘know’ prevents
from allowing
the spontaneous
explosion
of
life’s
possibilities,
keeping
exponential way as the fluid moment
us in bondage to the mediocrity of the past. Addiction
linear predictability
outcome
arises flows,
from self-abandonment.
Mind abandons itsof
inner
knowingness by trying to understand itself through looking
is impossible.
for answers
without.
The illusion of without and within space disappears when
truth is illuminated. That which appears to be without is
part of us as well; the only reason anything can speak to us
is because it is us speaking to ourselves.

10
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The addiction of mind to ‘know’ prevents us from allowing the
spontaneous explosion of life’s possibilities, keeping us in bondage
to the mediocrity of the past. Addiction arises from self-abandonment. Mind abandons its inner knowingness by trying to understand
itself through looking for answers without.
The illusion of without and within space disappears when truth is
illuminated. That which appears to be without is part of us as well;
the only reason anything can speak to us is because it is us speaking
to ourselves.

Illuminations of the Gods

Illumination 3
The gullible
Illumination
3 tendency of man to blindly follow arises from an inner promptThe gullible tendency of man to blindly follow arises from
an inner
prompting
to receive
andcomply
comply withwith
the will
of will
ing
to receive
and
the
the Infinite. Creation was made to express the Divine Intent,
oftothe
Infinite.of the
Creation
was made
to listen
the promptings
Infinite’s unfolding
of new to
potential
for
expression.
express the Divine Intent, to listen to
When the tyranny of mind replaced the soft whispers of
the the
promptings
of the Infinite’s
the Divine,
deep-seated knowingness
that free will isunfolan
illusionding
remained,
leaving
an
information
vacuum.
This
was
of new potential for expression.
a vulnerability that led us to take guidance from anyone
When
the tyranny
of our
mind
replaced
who, with great
conviction,
could override
objections
by convincing us that they know and we don’t. The more
thewe soft
ofarethe
the
sensitive
are, thewhispers
more acutely we
awareDivine,
that we
don’t know.
deep-seated knowingness that free will is an illusion remained, leavThe illumination that life is an experience, not a set of
ing an information vacuum. This was a vulnerability that led us to
guidelines to live by, needs to replace the need to know.
Knowing
consists
of prison bars.
take
guidance
from anyone who, with great conviction, could override our objections by convincing us that they know and we don’t.
The more sensitive we are, the more acutely we are aware that we
don’t know.
11
The illumination that life is an experience, not a set of guidelines
to live by, needs to replace the need to know. Knowing consists of
prison bars.
© 2009-2010 All Rights Reserved. Spiritual Journeys, LLC.
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Illuminations of the Gods

Illumination 4
Few are 4
able to take responsibility for
Illumination
their own actions. Resources are exFew are able to take responsibility for their own actions.
Resources
are expended
without
guidance and and unpended
without
thetheguidance
understanding of the heart’s motives. The creation of the
derstanding
of the
heart’s
motives. The
illusion
of intelligence, formed
by mind
to differentiate
between
the
compartments
it
had
created,
contributes
to
creation of the illusion of intelligence,
this. Intelligence chooses between one thing and another. It
labelsformed
one thing asby
goodmind
and another
less so, leading to betto asdifferentiate
the origin of value judgments, as well as those of guilt and
ween the compartments it had created,
innocence.
contributes
to this.
Intelligence
chooIt is under
the labels of guilt
and innocence
that the motives
for our actions hide. The mind’s labeling is not flexible. It
ses between
another.
It
stereotypes
and imprisonsone
just asthing
surely asand
any jailer,
and
gaining
freedomone
is notthing
easily accomplished.
labels
as good and another as less so, leading to the origin
When life is the expression of the One and mind has
of value judgments, as well as those of guilt and innocence.
merged into the inclusive eternal mind that embraces rather
than divides,
is no guilt.
There
can be of
no guilt
when
It there
is under
the
labels
guilt
and innocence that the motives for
there is no choice, for we have become blended with the
our
actions hide. The mind’s labeling is not flexible. It stereotypes
Will of
the Infinite.
and imprisons just as surely as any jailer, and gaining freedom is not
easily accomplished.
12
When life is the expression of the One and mind has merged into
the inclusive eternal mind that embraces rather than divides, there is
no guilt. There can be no guilt when there is no choice, for we have
become blended with the Will of the Infinite.
© 2009-2010 All Rights Reserved. Spiritual Journeys, LLC.

Illuminations of the Gods
Illumination 5
Heroism 5and martyrdom have been
Illumination
extolled within individuated life. They
Heroism and martyrdom have been extolled within
individuated
life. They are nevertheless
illusions. How
can can
are nevertheless
illusions.
How
one part of the ocean sacrifice itself for another part of
onewhen
parttheof
the
oceanandsacrifice
the ocean,
ocean
is indivisible
incorruptible?itself
Even for
if it could
be
so,
would
taking
from
one
part to
give tothe
another part of the ocean,
when
another not change the whole?
indivisible
And ifocean
heroism is
consists
in taking boldand
actionincorruptible?
in the face of a
perceived
threat,
let
us
examine
this
illusion
also.
The person
Even if it could be so, would
taking
in oneness and vision sees the highest choice at all times:
frommostone
part to
not
that which
fully reflects
whogive
we are,to
the another
one vast
being having a human experience. In seeing it, we have no
change
choice.
To live lessthe
thanwhole?
our highest vision is un-impeccable.
It is said: “Fortune favors the brave.” The reason for this is
that all of life supports one who lives in his highest truth;
one who knows he is all that is.

12
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And if heroism consists in taking bold action in the face of a
perceived threat, let us examine this illusion also. The person in oneness and vision sees the highest choice at all times: that which most
fully reflects who we are, the one vast being having a human experience. In seeing it, we have no choice. To live less than our highest
vision is un-impeccable. It is said: “Fortune favors the brave.” The
reason for this is that all of life supports one who lives in his highest
truth; one who knows he is all that is.

Illuminations of the Gods

Illumination 6
Responsibility
can be carried like
Illumination
6
an identity, designating someone as
Responsibility can be carried like an identity, designating
someone
as being
ableto
to be
be counted
on. The
arrogance
being
able
counted
on.
The arroof thinking that we are needed in the ever-changing fluid
gance
that we
are
needed
patterns
of life -of
thatthinking
the smooth unfolding
of life
around
us
depends
upon
our
contribution
is
a
fallacy.
in the ever-changing fluid patterns of
We do what is placed before us in the moment, with
life—that
the smooth
unfolding
a great
sense of adventure,
for it is the doorway
to the of life
unfolding
of
life.
When
confronted
with
a
choice,
gauge
around us depends upon ourwecontribuits validity by the joy it may bring, confident in the fact that
tion—is
a fallacy.
our selection
is already
known and that life has already
conformed around the outcome in a pattern of perfection.
We do what is placed before us in
We are not responsible for carrying life. Instead, it is cradling
moment,
with a great sense of adventure, for it is the doorway to
us in athe
cherished
embrace.
the unfolding of life. When confronted with a choice, we gauge its
validity by the joy it may bring, confident in the fact that our selection is already known and that life has already conformed around the
outcome in a pattern of perfection.
We are not responsible for carrying
life. Instead, it is cradling us
14
in a cherished embrace.
© 2009-2010 All Rights Reserved. Spiritual Journeys, LLC.
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Illuminations of the Gods

Illumination 7
The inclination
to be a ‘respecter’ of
Illumination
7
people, to value one above another, is
The inclination to be a ‘respecter’ of people, to value
one above
another,of
is remnant
of the value
judgments of inremnant
the value
judgments
of intelligence created by separative mind. This illusion
telligence
separative
has held
the masterfulcreated
life of graceby
hostage
and personalmind.
empowerment
in
a
stranglehold.
Few
are
exempt
from its
This illusion has held the masterful
clutches.
of grace
anda child,
personal
Therelife
is a flawed
premisehostage
that if one has
it is to be emexpected
that one would
that child more than Few
other are
powerment
inlove
a stranglehold.
children. This depends upon how ‘more’ is defined. If it
fromto its
clutches.
meansexempt
that the degree
which
other children are loved
is less, we do not see the One Life running through all
a flawed
premise that
children. IfThere
it means is
there
are more opportunities
to seeif one
the wonder
life through
the to
childbe
youexpected
can watch grow
has aofchild,
it is
that one would love that child more
from birth to adulthood, it is simply like looking through one
than
other
children. This depends upon how ‘more’ is defined. If it
window
rather
than another.
means that the degree to which other children are loved is less, we
do not see the One Life running through all children. If it means
there are more opportunities to see the wonder of life through the
child you can watch grow from15birth to adulthood, it is simply like
looking through one window rather than another.

Illuminations of the Gods
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Illumination 8
Much effort
Illumination
8 is expended endeavoring
to change our perspective to a higher
Much effort is expended endeavoring to change our
perspective
to raise
our perception.
one, totoa higher
raiseone,
our
perception.
When all
When all things are known to us and it is simply a matter
things
knownto to
usareand
it is our
simply
of accessing
suchare
information,
what
we raising
perspective?
There
are
no
such
things
as
accidents,
nor
is
a matter of accessing such information,
there anything in the cosmos to fix. If there is an ‘occlusion’
on any
moment
ourraising
perception,our
it is to
guide us in
togiven
what
are inwe
perspective?
a direction of Infinite intent, like a pathway that becomes
There
are nothesuch
things
as accidents,
illuminated
by dimming
surrounding
forest.
nor isor best
there
anything
cosmos to
The highest
perception
we canin
havethe
for guidance
in any moment is exactly the one we have. If there are
fix.of our
If vision
theredimmed,
is anit is‘occlusion’
portions
so the path can beon any
moregiven
clearly indicated.
This
applies
to
as well. We it is to guide us in a direction of
moment in ourothers
perception,
should remember this, as they make choices that appear
intent,
like choices.
a pathway
thatthebecomes illuminated by dimming
flawedInfinite
to us. There
are no flawed
There is only
path along which we are led to perfection.
the surrounding forest.

16
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The highest or best perception we can have for guidance in any
moment is exactly the one we have. If there are portions of our vision dimmed, it is so the path can be more clearly indicated. This
applies to others as well. We should remember this, as they make
choices that appear flawed to us. There are no flawed choices. There
is only the path along which we are led to perfection.

Illuminations of the Gods

Illumination 9
Humor does
not belong only to huIllumination
9
mankind. If we could understand,
Humor does not belong only to humankind. If we could
understand,
could seesee
that animals
too. Crowslaugh
we we
could
that laugh
animals
play pranks on one another. Animals and plants laugh
pranks
anowhentoo.
tickled Crows
by bees. Yetplay
the accessing
of theon
holy one
is
viewed
as
a
solemn
affair
–
laughter
at
such
times
viewed
ther. Animals and plants laugh when
as inappropriate. Self-appointed spiritual leaders put on
solemn
faces to indicate
how much
with the Divine of
tickled
by bees.
Yetin touch
the accessing
they are.
the holy is viewed as a solemn afCosmic bliss is the movement of the Being of the Infinite.
at such
times
viewed
Whenfair—laughter
a person experiences bliss,
it is because
to some
extent the movement of the Infinite is felt within the cells
as inappropriate.
– something
more easily available Self-appointed
when the cellular nucleusspienlarges
during
mastery.
ritual leaders put on solemn faces to indicate how much in touch
Humor is the holy experience of momentarily entering
with the Divine they are.
into the bliss of cosmic movement. Laughter is the release
of such anCosmic
overwhelmingly
large
We enter the
bliss
is experience.
the movement
of the Being of the Infinite. When a
holy of holies through humor and it leaves us euphoric.
person experiences bliss, it is because to some extent the movement
of the Infinite is felt within the cells—something more easily available when the cellular nucleus enlarges
during mastery.
17
Humor is the holy experience of momentarily entering into the
bliss of cosmic movement. Laughter is the release of such an overwhelmingly large experience. We enter the holy of holies through
humor and it leaves us euphoric.
© 2009-2010 All Rights Reserved. Spiritual Journeys, LLC.
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Illuminations of the Gods

Illumination 10
Many have
Illumination
10 sought to remove density
within life, wanting all to be illuminaMany have sought to remove density within life, wanting all
to beted.
illuminated.
Great
patterns of of
moving
light of various
Great
patterns
moving
light of
gradations dance spontaneously within existence. Changing
areas various
of existencegradations
through varyingdance
shades ofspontaneouslight is an
exuberant
expression
of
the
Infinite’s
joy in beingness.
ly within existence. Changing
areas of
Density is nothing more than the areas of light that are
through
varying
shades
slightlyexistence
dimmed, without
which there
can be no pattern.
It is of
the note
that is
is not
as it waits its
turn to add to of
the the
light
anplayed
exuberant
expression
exquisite symphony of life. If all notes are played at once,
joyIf allinlight
beingness.
thereInfinite’s
can be no music.
shines equally bright, there
can be no definitions and no pattern.
Density is nothing more than the
Density, if it means that which does not belong, does not
ofthelight
thatwithholding
are slightly
dimmed, without which there can be
exist. areas
If it means
deliberate
of the starburst
of light each being is, so that they may contribute to the
no pattern. It is the note that is not played as it waits its turn to add to
perfection of life unfolding, it does and should exist.
the exquisite symphony of life. If all notes are played at once, there
can be no music. If all light shines equally bright, there can be no
definitions and no pattern.
Density, if it means that which
does not belong, does not exist. If
18
it means the deliberate withholding of the starburst of light each being is, so that they may contribute to the perfection of life unfolding,
it does and should exist.
© 2009-2010 All Rights Reserved. Spiritual Journeys, LLC.

Illuminations of the Gods

Illumination 11
Authority11is a structure of illusion,
Illumination
based on the selfappointed authority of
Authority is a structure of illusion, based on the selfappointed
authority
of mind. Authority
the form
mind.
Authority
in the inform
ofofexternal
external government cannot exist because relationship, the
government
because
relapremise
upon which it is cannot
based, doesexist
not exist.
In accepting
it or imposing
it
as
real,
we
validate
the
unreal.
tionship, the premise upon which it is
The only real government there is, is the self-government
does
not may
exist.
Inasked,
accepting
it
of thebased,
individual. The
question
then be
if there
is no or
freedom
of
choice,
as
we
are
enticed
by
our
level
of
imposing it as real, we validate the
perception to participate in the cosmic dance, what we are
unreal.
governing?
We have the
opportunity
to gaingovernment
insights into the self
from is,
The
only real
there
the experience life leads us to. When we do, we contribute
the self-government
of tothe
individual.
The question may then be
to theisintricacy
of the pattern of life, helping
shape
the
beauty of the dance. We are not needed to accomplish this,
asked, if there is no freedom of choice, as we are enticed by our
but rather are given the opportunity to share the joy.
16
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level of perception to participate in the cosmic dance, what we are
governing?
We have the opportunity to gain insights into the self from the
experience life leads us to. When we do, we contribute to the intricacy of the pattern of life, helping to shape the beauty of the dance.
We are not needed to accomplish this, but rather are given the opportunity to share the joy.

Illuminations of the Gods

Illumination 12
There is 12
no real standard for beauty.
Illumination
The stem of the flower is not expected
There is no real standard for beauty. The stem of the flower
is notto
expected
to appear
as thebloom,
bloom, nornor
the roots
appear
as the
thethat
roots
languish in the cool depths of the soil to be like the leaves.
that languish in the cool depths of the
What makes the stem beautiful is the perfection with which
soil
be like
the leaves.
it fulfills
the to
purpose
of its creation;
the firmness with which
it lifts the flower unto the sun; the pliant resilience with
What
which it bends
in themakes
storm. the stem beautiful is
the perfection
with
which
it fulfills
Each being
has a specific part
to play
in the Being
of the the
One Life. Each is uniquely beautiful in that beauty matches
purpose of its creation; the firmness
function. Yet none are locked into a specific function and,
shouldwith
life callwhich
for us to flow
in another
may. the
it lifts
the direction,
flowerweunto
The aged may youthen and the care-worn become filled
sun; the
pliant
resilience
which it bends in the storm.
with lightness
of being,
yet the
aged have nowith
less beauty
than the young.
Each being has a specific part to play in the Being of the One
Life. Each is uniquely beautiful in that beauty matches function. Yet
none are locked into a specific function and, should life call for us
to flow in another direction, we may. The aged may youthen and the
care-worn become filled with lightness
of being, yet the aged have
20
no less beauty than the young.
© 2009-2010 All Rights Reserved. Spiritual Journeys, LLC.
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Illuminations of the Gods

Illumination 13
Conflict 13
has existed among beings
Illumination
since the onset of individuated life.
Conflict has existed among beings since the onset of
individuated
life. Yet
in reality, there
cannot
be conflict.
Yet in
reality,
there
cannot
be conBecause of this, there cannot be solutions either. What there
Because
of this, there cannot be
can beflict.
is creative
flow.
either.
What
there did
can
If the solutions
wild river, flowing
freely and
spontaneously,
not be is
have its ever-altering obstacle course, its very nature would
creative Itflow.
be compromised.
would no longer be a river, but a
predictable
is the newly
fallen
tree that alters
the and
Ifcanal.
theItwild
river,
flowing
freely
river’s course that provides the spontaneous change in its
shape.spontaneously, did not have its ever-alLet ustering
embrace obstacle
the illumination
that no two
All
course,
itsbeings
veryexist.
nature
lives within us as part of the eternal symphony, orchestrated
by thewould
Infinite. be compromised. It would no longer be a river, but a predictable canal. It is the newly fallen tree that alters the river’s course that
provides the spontaneous change in its shape.
Let us embrace the illumination that no two beings exist. All
lives within us as part of the eternal symphony, orchestrated by the
Infinite.
21
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Illumination 14
Empathically
resonating with the
Illumination
14
hardship of others can be an added
Empathically resonating with the hardship of others can be
an added
perceived burden
for those
are sensitive.
perceived
burden
forwhothose
who are
When a note is played on a piano, careful observation
sensitive.
When
a note
isvibrating
played
will show
every similar
note in every
octave
in on a
empathic
resonance.
piano, careful observation will show
We only empathically resonate with what is already within
every
similar
note
in every
our own
lives, else
we would
not recognize,
noroctave
take on vibthe emotions
of
another.
The
empath
is
therefore
rating in empathic resonance.more
sensitive than most in seeing the areas where illusion lingers,
We
empathically
resonate
within their
ownonly
perception
causing distortion
of emotion.with
This too
is
in
perfection.
But
when
someone
before
us lives,
what is already within our own
strikes a discordant note that resonates within us, it is time
else
we it.would
not
recognize,
to move
beyond
We are not
picking
up someone nor
else’s take on the emotions of another.
debris – there is only one being: oneself.
The empath is therefore more sensitive than most in seeing the areas
where illusion lingers, within their own perception causing distortion of emotion.
© 2009-2010 All Rights Reserved. Spiritual Journeys, LLC.
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This too is in perfection. But when someone before us strikes a
discordant note that resonates within us, it is time to move beyond
it. We are not picking up someone else’s debris—there is only one
being: oneself.

Illuminations of the Gods

Illumination 15
In the moment,
we contain all that is.
Illumination
15
Overwhelm cannot exist because in
In the moment, we contain all that is. Overwhelm cannot
exist because
in the moment,
infinite resources
are are acthe moment,
infinite
resources
accessed. It is when our workload is assessed linearly that
Itaccomplishments
is when ourof many
workload
we trycessed.
to carry the
moments is
in asthe moment
of
the
now.
It
is
when
work
is
seen
in
chunks
sessed linearly that we try to carry the
that we cut ourselves off from cosmic resources and the
load becomes
heavy.
accomplishments
of many moments
Are we
overwhelmed
by
the
grandeur
our vision?
in the moment of the ofnow.
It isOf when
eternal joy flowing through our hearts? The outlets for such
in tochunks
we cut
strongwork
feelingsis
thatseen
threaten
engulf us that
are laughter,
song,ourtears, physical exercise or dance. The grandeur of the Infinite
selves offonly
from
resources
feels overwhelming
when cosmic
we see ourselves
as separateand
from the
It. Theload
truth isbecomes
that we are toheavy.
dissolve ourselves into
and become one with It.
Are we overwhelmed by the grandeur of our vision? Of eternal
joy flowing through our hearts? The outlets for such strong feelings
that threaten to engulf us are laughter, song, tears, physical exercise or dance. The grandeur of the Infinite feels overwhelming only
when we see ourselves as separate
from It. The truth is that we are
23
to dissolve ourselves into and become one with It.
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Illumination 16
Power is16
released when a lower order
Illumination
changes to a higher order. For either
Power is released when a lower order changes to a
higherorder
order. Fortoeither
orderimplies
to exist implies
that there
there
exist
that
are
are moments when the exuberant flow of Infinite life is
moments
thecanexuberant
of
contained
and static, when
that a matrix
in reality exist flow
and
that life
is
less
than
spontaneous.
Infinite life is contained and static, that
Power is not only the effect of change, but seen as
a matrix
can in
reality
necessary
to effect change.
What
could weexist
possibly and
want that
to change,
if
all
beings
are
acting,
not
of
their
volition,
life is less than spontaneous. but
as part of the orchestrated perfection of the whole? If
opposition is merely a signal from the One Life to change
direction, how can it be seen as something to remove? In
a cosmos of perfection, there is nothing to change; there is
nothing for which power is needed. The One Life supports
us.
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Power is not only the effect of change, but seen as necessary to
effect change. What could we possibly want to change, if all beings are acting, not of their volition, but as part of the orchestrated
perfection of the whole? If opposition is merely a signal from the
One Life to change direction, how can it be seen as something to
remove? In a cosmos of perfection, there is nothing to change; there
is nothing for which power is needed. The One Life supports us.
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Illumination 17
Comparison
Illumination
17 implies relationship and
attempts to define something by what
Comparison implies relationship and attempts to define
something
what itThis
is not. This
typeof
of definition
it isbynot.
type
definition mismistakenly leads us to believe that we understand the
takenly
leads
usweto
believe
essence
of something
because
can see
what it is that
not. Yet we
this reveals
nothing
of
what
it
is.
understand the essence of something
If comparison is done to determine value, we are using the
because
can see
what non-existent,
it is not. Yet
old illusory
tool of we
intelligence
and imposing
past experiential
knowledge
and
value
systems
this reveals nothing of whatonittheis.
newness of the moment.
If comparison is done to determine
There are times when the tiny tack is needed. There are
timesvalue,
when the big
is exactly
right. the
Each isold
perfect
for a
weboltare
using
illusory
unique function.
tool of intelligence and imposing non-existent, past experiential
There is no way we can determine value other than by
what knowledge
is applicable for this
moment.
Choices
can onlyon
be the newness of the moment.
and
value
systems
deemed as accurate or not moment by moment, as life
dances onThere
its way. are times when the tiny tack is needed. There are times
when the big bolt is exactly right. Each is perfect for a unique
function.
There is no way we can determine
value other than by what is
25
applicable for this moment. Choices can only be deemed as accurate
or not moment by moment, as life dances on its way.
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Illumination 18
Energy is18the result of the movement
Illumination
of something between two parts, or the
Energy is the result of the movement of something
between
two parts, of
or the
dispersal of energy
– the result
dispersal
energy—the
result
of moof movement away from a point of origin.
vement away from a point of origin.
If we had freedom of choice, we would be in a separate
If the
weInfinite’s
hadBeing.
freedom
space within
We wouldof
also choice,
be artificial we
intelligence and unreal. But as part of the limitless Being
would
berealinanda noseparate
of One
Life, we are
longer have space
a separatewithin
movement
from the whole.
We moveWe
as the
Infinite moves,
the Infinite’s
Being.
would
also be
in limitless Oneness.
artificial intelligence and unreal. But
We have become directionless movement without points of
originas
or reference
the ocean, we
have become
part ofpoints.
theLike
limitless
Being
of One
all resources and they no longer exist separate from us.
Life,
are real and no longer have a separate movement from the
Energy
has nowe
real existence.
whole. We move as the Infinite moves, in limitless Oneness.
We have become directionless movement without points of
origin or reference points. Like the ocean, we have become all resources and they no longer exist separate from us. Energy has no
real existence.
26
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Illumination 19
Life force
Illumination
19 has been defined as that
which enlivens. It is inherent within
Life force has been defined as that which enlivens. It is
inherent
the creation
the Infinite,
Infinite, rather
than thethan
thewithin
creation
of ofthe
rather
artificial sub-creations of man. It is one of the building blocks
the artificial
sub-creations
of man. It is
of existence
and, like all others,
an illusion.
of or
the
ofexist?
existence
Doesone
the table
thebuilding
chair man hasblocks
made truly
No,
for within the One Life only one Self–Creator exists. In
like self-creates
all others,
an by
illusion.
fluidityand,
The Infinite
moment
moment. There
is no placeDoes
for rigidthe
structure
and,
as
man
sees
through
table or the chair
man has
the illusions, the sub-creations will begin to disappear. The
made
truly
exist?
forbywithin
physical
body will
fluidly
changeNo,
moment
momentthe
as One
we do. In spaceless space it is a fluid part of the dance, no
onepoint
Self–Creator
exists.
In flulongerLife
a rigidonly
reference
in the vastness of
our Being.
idity The Infinite self-creates moment by moment. There is no place for
rigid structure and, as man sees through the illusions, the sub-creations
will begin to disappear. The physical body will fluidly change moment
by moment as we do. In spaceless space it is a fluid part of the dance,
no longer a rigid reference point in the vastness of our Being.
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Illumination 20
Life affirming
joyousness of the Self
Illumination
20
is the quality of the true reality of
Life affirming joyousness of the Self is the quality of the true
realitylife.
of life. There
is noispossibility
that self-destructiveness
There
no possibility
that selfcan exist. Life dances in joyous innovation. There is no place
destructiveness can exist. Life dances
for structure.
in joyous
innovation.
There
is no place
Attempts
to create controlled
structure
bring stagnation,
decay and self-destructiveness. These things are illusions.
for structure.
When mind created structures, it also invented the concept
Attempts
to replaced
create
controlled
that growth
was necessary. This
the illusion
of
destructiveness with the illusion of the need to strive in
structure
bring
stagnation,
decay
and
order to grow. As programs to strive kept us from being
self-destructive,
we became trapped inThese
their illusions
and are
self-destructiveness.
things
others, like linear becoming. There is only life spontaneously
lived. illusions.
When mind created structures, it also invented the concept that
growth was necessary. This replaced the illusion of destructiveness
with the illusion of the need to strive in order to grow. As programs
to strive kept us from being self-destructive, we became trapped in
their illusions and others, like 28linear becoming. There is only life
spontaneously lived.
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Illumination 21
Indulging21an illusion as part of persoIllumination
nality, or by letting it become identity,
Indulging an illusion as part of personality, or by letting
it become
identity,the
retains
the illusionthat
that we
havehave
that that
retains
illusion
we
personality or identity. Personality either forms as a result of
personality
or expression
identity.of allPersonality
personal
history or as a partial
the traits
of theeither
One Life forms
within us. Inas
reality,
there
is
no
past,
no
a result of personal
memory of personal history. Everything lives within us and
can behistory
expressed.or
Illusion
from full expression
and of
asbars
a uspartial
expression
illusion cannot exist within the One Life.
all the traits of the One Life within us.
It is not ‘holy’ or ‘enlightened’ to cling to separation-based
therelife.isLetno
past, no
memory
views.In
Thatreality,
does not serve
all fractures
be gone
– let
wholeness reign.
of personal history. Everything lives
within us and can be expressed. Illusion bars us from full expression
and illusion cannot exist within the One Life.
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It is not ‘holy’ or ‘enlightened’ to cling to separation-based views.
That does not serve life. Let all fractures be gone—let wholeness
reign.
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Illumination 22
We have22
used suffering to stay conIllumination
tracted when we have encountered
We have used suffering to stay contracted when we have
encountered
the limitless vastness
of our being.
Focusing
on
the limitless
vastness
of our
being.
suffering allows us to avoid seeing our true self.
Focusing on suffering allows us to
Suffering is an illusion born of the illusion that loss can occur,
avoid
true self.
that we
can beseeing
alone, thatour
imperfection
or injustice can exist
within the perfection of One Being. We allow this even as
Suffering
is an us.
illusion born of the
the fullness
of life moves through
illusion
that ofloss
can occur,
that
But within
the vastness
life, neither
contraction
nor we can
expansion can exist because there is no direction, nor is
be alone, that imperfection or injustice
there a focal point. We are all things, filling the vastness of
existence
our unique
presence.
canwith
exist
within
the perfection of One
Being. We allow this even as the fullness of life moves through us.
But within the vastness of life, neither contraction nor expansion
can exist because there is no direction, nor is there a focal point.
We are all things, filling the vastness of existence with our unique
presence.
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Illumination 23
Seeing flaws
Illumination
23 in others occurs when we
do not want to see the same flaw in our
Seeing flaws in others occurs when we do not want to see
the same
flawThe
in our judgment
self. The judgment
inflexible once once
self.
is isinflexible
intelligence pronounces it. The self-censure this brings is
pronounces
it.given
The
selfpainfulintelligence
because of the misplaced
trust we have
to the
self-appointed
authority
of
the
intellect.
If
we
are
irrevocably
censure this brings is painful because
branded as bad or flawed, we believe we do not deserve
good of
things
in life.
the
misplaced trust we have given
The missing
perception
is that creationsauthority
of the Infinite of the
to the self-appointed
cannot be flawed. All beings play roles that form the
intellect.
If welifeare
irrevocably
branded
kaleidoscope
of changing
within
the One Being. All
are
therefore innocent participants in the joyous pageantry of
as bad or flawed, we believe we do not
existence.
deserve good things in life.
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The missing perception is that creations of the Infinite cannot be
flawed. All beings play roles that form the kaleidoscope of changing
life within the One Being. All are therefore innocent participants in
the joyous pageantry of existence.
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Illumination 24
It is easier
Illumination
24to see the support of the tribe than the support of the Oneness of
It is easier to see the support of the tribe than the support
of theLife.
OnenessHowever,
of Life. However,
the individual
individual cannotcannot
trust
the
the illusion of relationship – in this case with the tribe – for
trust
thesupport
illusion
support.
The only
there is,of
is therelationship—in
self-support of the
One Life.
this case with the tribe—for support.
The tribe traps with demands of conformity. It demands
The
onlybehave
support
there
isideas
theofselfthat the
individual
according
to the is,
tribe’s
what support
is normal; that
bright
lights
be
dimmed
in
exchange
for
of the One Life.
the sense of false security which the tribe offers.
The tribe traps with demands of
Instead we must adopt the absolute conviction that our
being conformity.
is our sustenance, and
the One Lifethat
of which
It that
demands
the indiwe are an integral part, is our passage to freedom from
vidualbybehave
according
the tribe’s ideas of what is normal; that
ensnarement
the tribe’s illusory
promisesto
of acceptance
and support.
bright lights be dimmed in exchange for the sense of false security
which the tribe offers.
Instead we must adopt the absolute conviction that our being is
our sustenance, and that the One Life of which we are an integral
part, is our passage to freedom 32from ensnarement by the tribe’s illusory promises of acceptance and support.
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Illumination 25
Disillusionment
and disappointment
Illumination
25
when our ideals are not met and life
Disillusionment and disappointment when our ideals
are not
met and life
us seems
much more
around
usaround
seems
much
more unenunenlightened than we are, weighs heavily on the shoulders
lightened
thaninhospitable
we are,toweighs
heavily
of lightworkers.
Life seems
the bright lights
of theon
world.
the shoulders of lightworkers. Life
The definition of the bright lights comes from the fact that
seems inhospitable
to the
bright
the surrounding
lights are dimmer. Every
concerto
has itlights
crescendos
and
every
dance
it
apex.
Because
we
happen
to
of the world.
be the apex of our surroundings does not mean the dance
itself is mediocre, or that others may not yet surpass our
brightness. Only the Grand Choreographer spontaneously
delegates the roles.
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The definition of the bright lights comes from the fact that the
surrounding lights are dimmer. Every concerto has it crescendos and
every dance it apex. Because we happen to be the apex of our surroundings does not mean the dance itself is mediocre, or that others
may not yet surpass our brightness. Only the Grand Choreographer
spontaneously delegates the roles.
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Illumination 26
Complexity
Illumination
26 and simplicity cannot be
viewed as having their own, individual
Complexity and simplicity cannot be viewed as having their
own, individual
realities.
They are
are indivisibly
connected,
like
realities.
They
indivisibly
connectwo sides of one coin. As the cosmic symphony is playing,
ted,
like
sides
of one
As the
we can
isolate
and two
hear only
the sound
of thecoin.
one note,
middle
C,
as
it
is
played
every
few
bars.
We
would
call
this can
cosmic symphony is playing, we
selective hearing of the one note ‘simplicity’.
isolate
hear
onlysymphony
the sound
of the
Alternatively,
we and
could call
the whole
complex,
yet it one
is made
up
of
single
notes.
In
this
way
simplicity
and
note, middle C, as it is played every
complexity are both the result of an error of perception, or
few
would production
call thisthatselective
hearing.
The bars.
whole isWe
a spontaneous
defies
description as it changes each part of the fluid, eternal
hearing of the one note ‘simplicity’.
moment.
Alternatively, we could call the whole symphony complex, yet
it is made up of single notes. In this way simplicity and complexity
are both the result of an error of perception, or hearing. The whole is
a spontaneous production that defies description as it changes each
part of the fluid, eternal moment.
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Illumination 27
Life seems
Illumination
27 to require so much of us.
Yet the only valid requirement is that
Life seems to require so much of us. Yet the only valid
requirement
is that we surrender
the One
Life ininwhich
we surrender
to thetoOne
Life
which
we exist, that we trust the benevolent support of That
trust tothe
benevolent
whichwe
gave exist,
us life. Wethat
were we
not created
suffer.
Suffering
is, after
all,
only
an
illusion.
We
were
created
to
revel
in the We
support of That which gave us life.
joy of living.
were notburdens
created
suffer.
Suffering is,
The self-imposed
of lifeto
have
come through
allowing
the
social
conditioning
and
programs
of others
after all, only an illusion. We
were creto govern us. When it is realized that we have forever as a
to revel
in the
joy of living.
beingated
of immortality,
the haste
to accomplish
certain things
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within a certain time frame ceases. We lay our burdens
down and enjoy our work as part of the adventure.
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The self-imposed burdens of life have come through allowing the
social conditioning and programs of others to govern us. When it is
realized that we have forever as a being of immortality, the haste to
accomplish certain things within a certain time frame ceases. We lay
our burdens down and enjoy our work as part of the adventure.
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Illumination 28
Expectations
Illumination
28 of duration are formed by
the bondage of linear time. We assume
Expectations of duration are formed by the bondage of
linearfrom
time. Wepast
assume
from past experience
traveling or
experience
that that
traveling
or task or sleep require certain amounts of time. Because of
task or sleep
require
certain amounts
our expectations,
this illusion
is perpetuated.
Because
our
Whenof
wetime.
live in the
timelessnessof
of the
Oneexpectations,
Life, the
illusion of electro-magnetics, which is part of duality,
illusion
isthis
perpetuated.
does this
not exist.
It has been
illusion that has given the
appearance
of
a
delay
between
Eliminating
When we livecause
in and
theeffect.
timelessness
clocks as much as we can, together with our flawed
of theofOne
Life,
of electroexpectations
linear time,
willthe
set usillusion
free.
magnetics, which is part of duality, does
not exist. It has been this illusion that has given the appearance of a
delay between cause and effect. Eliminating clocks as much as we can,
together with our flawed expectations of linear time, will set us free.
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Illumination 29
We regard
Illumination
29 some people as fortunate
36
and others as unfortunate. This illusion
We regard some people as fortunate and others as
unfortunate.
illusion fails to recognize
that every
fails This
to recognize
that every
lifelifeis peris perfect within the grand design. A second illusion is that
fect
the grand
design.
second
ease of
living,within
as we perceive
it, brings more
joy or A
more
fulfillment
than
a
more
arduous
life.
illusion is that ease of living, as we
We so often do not see the pain of a fruitless life or one
perceive
it, brings
more
more
devoid
of love and passion.
The stress
felt by ajoy
CEOor
driving
an expensive
car
is
less
obvious
than
that
of
the
person
fulfillment than a more arduous life.
who must catch a fish for his next meal. In truth, the life
We
often
nottranquil
see the
pain of
of the latter
mayso
be far
more do
satisfying,
and lifeenhancing.
a fruitless life or one devoid of love
and passion. The stress felt by a CEO driving an expensive car is
less obvious than that of the person who must catch a fish for his
© 2009-2010 All Rights Reserved. Spiritual Journeys, LLC.
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next meal. In truth, the life of the latter may be far more satisfying,
tranquil and lifeenhancing.
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Illumination 30
Categorizing
Illumination
30 as holy and unholy or
proper and improper comes from the
Categorizing as holy and unholy or proper and improper
comesjudgments
from the judgments
of theintellect.
intellect. UsingUsing
past
of the
past
conditioning as a gauge it attempts to control through
conditioning
as into
a gauge
attempts to
labeling.
Trying to fit our lives
categoriesitdiminishes
morecontrol
and more the
spontaneity
of
our
actions.
through labeling. Trying to fit
Those who live spontaneously, who are deemed ‘wild
ourrather
lives
into and
categories
diminishes
and free’
than ‘civilized
responsible’ are
viewed
with suspicion.
The
labeling
is
simply
another
form
of of our
more and more the spontaneity
programming by the tribe. The demeanor of those living
freelyactions.
and spontaneously could become contagious and
control by the tribe could slip away. Man could instead
whostate.
live spontaneously, who
break freeThose
into his natural
are deemed ‘wild and free’ rather than ‘civilized and responsible’
are viewed with suspicion. The labeling is simply another form of
programming by the tribe. The demeanor of those living freely and
spontaneously could become contagious and control by the tribe
could slip away. Man could instead break free into his natural state.
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Illumination 31
Maturity31
is prized as a trait of leaIllumination
dership. Both these terms need to be
Maturity is prized as a trait of leadership. Both these terms
need examined
to be examined as
illusions
they are. Maturity
asthethe
illusions
they are.
carries the baggage of past programming and experiential
Maturity
carries
ofandpast
knowledge.
This closes
the futurethe
to its baggage
new possibilities
deniesprogramming
the present its boundless
exponential
growth.
and experiential knowBecause of the tendency of beings to follow authority,
This and
closes
future
othersledge.
are led around
aroundthe
the fish
bowl oftotheits new
known
in
mediocrity.
Leadership
comes
from
and its
possibilities and denies thecertainty
present
conviction that the answers we have are valid. In every
boundless
growth.
moment,
the One Lifeexponential
changes all previous
possibilities.
There is absolutely no valid basis for predictability – the
Because
hallmark of
mediocrity. of the tendency of beings
to follow authority, others are led around and around the fish bowl
of the known in mediocrity. Leadership comes from certainty and
conviction that the answers we have are valid. In every moment, the
© 2009-2010 All Rights Reserved. Spiritual Journeys, LLC.
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One Life changes all previous possibilities. There is absolutely no
valid basis for predictability—the hallmark of mediocrity.
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Illumination 32
Damage 32
from trauma is an illusion
Illumination
based on the seeming belief that fracDamage from trauma is an illusion based on the seeming
beliefturing
that fracturing
occur; that
anything
can be made
cancan
occur;
that
anything
can be
un-whole. This is compounded when the illusion of duration
made
This
is ofcompounded
is applied
- the un-whole.
belief that a certain
amount
time is
required
to
regain
wholeness.
when the illusion of duration is apThere is no ability to divide the ocean. The fracturing of the
plied—the
that a certain
amount
Infinite
is an illusion. Webelief
are a consciousness
superimposed
over all
that
is,
and
it
is
equally
impossible
to
damage
us.
of time is required to regain wholeness.
Neither wear and tear, in the form of aging, nor damage of
There
nous ability
toincorruptible
divide the
any kind can
in realityistouch
as part of the
One Life.
ocean. The fracturing of the Infinite is
an illusion. We are a consciousness superimposed over all that is,
and it is equally impossible to damage us. Neither wear and tear, in
the form of aging, nor damage of any kind can in reality touch us as
part of the incorruptible One Life.
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Illumination 33
40
In reality,33neither punishment nor
resIllumination
titution can exist, for they imply guilt
In reality, neither punishment nor restitution can exist, for
they imply
and victimhood – illusory concepts concepts
that
andguiltvictimhood—illusory
have no place in the perfection of the One Life.
that have no place in the perfection of
Where life is continually renewed and eternally
the One
incorruptible,
thereLife.
is no need of paltry attempts to restore
its balance or equalize the scores. We are not needed by
Where
life
is continually
the One Life
in any way
to maintain
its perfection. renewed
and
there
is no
Nothing
caneternally
be taken fromincorruptible,
one part of the ocean
and given
to another. Life itself will, like the ocean, immediately even
need of paltry attempts to restore its
the score.
balance or equalize the scores. We are
not needed by the One Life in any way to maintain its perfection.
Nothing can be taken from one part of the ocean and given to
another. Life itself will, like the ocean, immediately even the score.
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Illumination 34
The body34has served as a focal point
Illumination
so that we do not have to examine our
The body has served as a focal point so that we do
not have
to examine
our own
this, we
have abanown
vastness.
Invastness.
this,Inwe
have
abandoned ourselves. The abandoning of self invariably leads
donedOurourselves.
The
abandoning
to addiction.
bodily needs have
become
an addiction, of
screaming
for
our
attention.
self invariably leads to addiction. Our
In the vastness of the One Life, the illusion of the body
bodily
needs
have
become
cannot
exist; there
can be no
reference
points foran
us toaddicfocus tion,
on. We screaming
therefore in reality
no dense
bodies to
forhave
our
attention.
keep our focus. One area of the ocean can be no more
the vastness
of the
Oneof Life,
the
dense thanInanother.
Bodies are merely
an image
fluid
structure without our true vastness of the One Life.
illusion of the body cannot exist; there
can be no reference points for us to focus on. We therefore in reality
have no dense bodies to keep our focus. One area of the ocean can
be no more dense than another. Bodies are merely an image of fluid
structure without our true vastness of the One Life.
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Illumination 35
42
Awareness
Illumination
35 was part of the illusory
building blocks of life while we exisAwareness was part of the illusory building blocks of life
while ted
we existed
within the
the matrix
of the dream.
It hasdream.
been
within
matrix
of the
like the priest, a self-appointed intermediary to the Infinite.
Itlonger
hasan been
like
priest, a selfIt is no
illusion that
servesthe
a purpose.
appointed
Infinite.
We have
awakened tointermediary
our true heritage toto
findthe
we are
all
that is. As such, we are at all times directly in touch with all
is no longer
illusion
serves
a
things.ItAwareness
of a floweran
at the
expense that
of the rest
of
life is purpose.
a form of contraction or focus, creating separation and
space - the part of existence we are aware of and the part
We
awakened
true
we are not.
Thishave
is an illusion,
for all thingstoareour
within
us. heritage to find we are all that is. As such,
we are at all times directly in touch with all things. Awareness of a
flower at the expense of the rest of life is a form of contraction or
focus, creating separation and space—the part of existence we are
aware of and the part we are not. This is an illusion, for all things
are within us.
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Illumination 36
The illusion
Illumination
36 of family comes from the
need to belong and from the bonding
The illusion of family comes from the need to belong and
from ceremony
the bonding ceremony
of birth
theromanticized
romanticized
of birth
andandthe
outlook we have of birth, motherhood and fatherhood.
outlook we have of birth, motherhood
Wherever individuated life has a component of life that
fatherhood.
does and
not have
an actual counterpart in the One Life, it
is a sub-creation – a creation of the dream. We are not
Wherever
individuated
life has a
the Infinite’s
children, but creations
that have become
internalized
componentsof
of the
Life. Birth
takeshave
component
lifeOnethat
doesonlynot
place because some still cling to the illusion of death even
anall actual
though
consists ofcounterpart
immortal essence.in the One Life,
The need
can only exist in the absence
of theof the
it isto abelong
sub-creation—a
creation
unwavering vision that we are all that is.
dream. We are not the Infinite’s children, but creations that have
become internalized components of the One Life. Birth only takes
place because some still cling to the illusion of death even though all
consists of immortal essence.
The need to belong can only exist in the absence of the unwavering vision that we are all that is.44
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Illumination 37
Sexuality37as a need presupposes the
Illumination
illusion of relationship and, in most
Sexuality as a need presupposes the illusion of relationship
and, incases,
most cases,
gender. The
fullness
that existsthat
within exists
gender.
The
fullness
androgynous beings knowing themselves to be all things
does within
not require androgynous
sexuality with anotherbeings
to validate knowing
either
his orthemselves
her sexuality or to
fulfill
what
some
have
perceived
to be all things does notasreself-lack.
quire exist
sexuality
toisvalidate
To constantly
from the with
fullness another
of one’s being
an orgasmic
and
intimate
love
affair
with
the
profound
either his or her sexuality or to fulfill
nuances of the diversity of all life forms. The dance of life is
what sensual
someinteraction
have perceived
as self-lack.
a consuming
with self. The union
with
another is but a further expression of the same.
To constantly exist from the fullness of one’s being is an orgasmic and intimate love affair with the
profound nuances of the diversity of all life forms. The dance of life
is a consuming sensual interaction with self. The union with another
is but a further expression of the same.
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Illumination 38
Using currency
to obtain sustenance
Illumination
38
and what we perceive to be the necesUsing currency to obtain sustenance and what we perceive
to besities
the necessities
of life
sub-creation of man.
of life
is isa asub-creation
ofItman. It
implies that an external illusion is the source of supply. The
illusion
is the
need implies
to supply thethat
body an
with external
external sustenance
is in and
of itself
an
illusion.
source of supply. The need to supply
Our being is and always has been our source of limitless
withto external
supply.the
We body
are the heirs
the One Life’ssustenance
supply – wealthyis in
beyond
our of
wildest
dreams.
and
itself
anAccentuating
illusion. this all-abundance
through living and acknowledgment increases its presence
being
is and always has been
within theOur
wonder
of our lives.
our source of limitless supply. We are
the heirs to the One Life’s supply—wealthy beyond our wildest
dreams. Accentuating this all-abundance through living and acknowledgment increases its presence within the wonder of our lives.
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Illumination 39
Interpersonal
Illumination
39 love is preceded by what
46
we think we know about someone.
It
Interpersonal love is preceded by what we think we know
aboutis
someone.
It
is
the
preconceived
information
about
the preconceived information about
that person that generates their lovability in our perception.
personto that
generates
their lovabiYet it that
is not possible
know anything
about anyone,
including
yourself.
As
a
perspective
of
the
boundless
whole,
lity in our perception. Yet it is not
poswe are firstly too vast to comprehend and secondly, we are
constantly
experiencing
the
momentous
changes
of
life’s
sible to know anything about anyone,
symphony moving through us.
including yourself. As a perspective of
Love and light have been the interconnected building blocks
whole,
we
are teachings
firstly too
of lifethe
withinboundless
the dream. Light,
as the old
wisdom
of the past, is dissolved – its obsolete teachings gone. So is
vast component
to comprehend
its matching
love in its oldand
form secondly,
as the desire towe
include.
are constantly experiencing the momentous changes of life’s symphony moving through us.
Love and light have been the interconnected building blocks of
life within the dream. Light, as the old wisdom teachings of the
past, is dissolved—its obsolete teachings gone. So is its matching
component love in its old form as
the desire to include.
47
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Illumination 40
Perception
Illumination
40is the multi-sensory observing of a specific part of creation and,
Perception is the multi-sensory observing of a specific part
of creation
like awareness, contracts
contracts its focus
the
like and,
awareness,
itstofocus
to
exclusion of all else - an impossibility. Life is not divided
the There
exclusion
all on
else—an
into parts.
is not reallyof
an apple
the table to imposyour right,
or
a
flower
on
your
left.
You,
the
flowerinto
and the
sibility. Life is not divided
parts.
apple, having real life, are all inter-related and merged fields,
inseparably
connected.
appears
separatedon
is merely
There
is notWhat
really
anasapple
the taa peculiarity of vision, the impression of separation and
to your
right,
a flower
form. ble
The apple
or flower
can be or
experienced
withinon
you,your
but not
truly
and
in
reality
perceived.
left. You, the flower and the apple, haSelf-perception is likewise an impossibility. There is no
ving
life,toare
all yourself,
inter-related
and
vantage
pointreal
from which
perceive
since you are
all things.
merged fields, inseparably connected. What appears as separated
is merely a peculiarity of vision, the impression of separation and
form. The apple or flower can be experienced within you, but not
truly and in reality perceived.
Self-perception is likewise an impossibility. There is no vantage
point from which to perceive yourself,
since you are all things.
48
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Illumination 41
The illusion
Illumination
41 that transitions are needed
cannot be sustained when one conThe illusion that transitions are needed cannot be sustained
whensiders
one considers
life isisnew
everyevery
moment.moment.
There
thatthat
life
new
is no plan in place connected with a timetable requiring
There
is isnono linear
planbecoming
in place
connected
interim
steps. There
that requires
a
gradual
unfolding.
with a timetable requiring interim
Life can be one way one moment and an entirely different
steps.
There
is memories
no linear
becoming
way the
next. There
are no
in place,
because that
thererequires
is no such thing
as
electro-magnetic
fields
a gradual unfolding.that hold
and interpret memory. Memory has been held in the
Lifeof can
one have
way
moment
building blocks
life – allbe
of which
beenone
an illusion.
None of them have ever really existed. All does change,
an entirely different way the next.
everyand
moment.
There are no memories in place, because there is no such thing as
electro-magnetic fields that hold and interpret memory. Memory has
been held in the building blocks of life—all of which have been an
illusion. None of them have ever really existed. All does change,
every moment.
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Illumination 42
The illusion
Illumination
42 of will must now disappear. No one can impose his or her
The illusion of will must now disappear. No one can impose
his orwill
her willon
on life.
Like Like
freedomfreedom
of choice, it does
life.
of not
choice,
exist. We think mistakenly that, when confronted with
itwedoes
not exist.
think mistakenly
choice,
have volition.
Instead, We
our perception
guides us
to thethat,
right choice
so
that
we
stay
in
step
with the
dance ofwe
when
confronted
with
choice,
life.
haveimpose
volition.
ourtheperception
We cannot
will whenInstead,
we do not have
freedom
of choice.
The imposition
of will
is a form
of control
guides
us to the
right
choice
sothat
that we
we exercise to reach desired outcomes. The Infinite Itself
indesired
step outcomes,
with the
of life.
does stay
not have
butdance
rather spontaneously
expresses. The illusion of matrices and informational grids
We
impose
when
arises from
the cannot
incorrect belief
that ourwill
will can
in any we do
way affect
– blended
the One, we
to TheThe imposition of will is a form
not lifehave
thewith
freedom
ofrespond
choice.
Conductor.
of control that we exercise to reach desired outcomes. The Infinite
Itself does not have desired outcomes, but rather spontaneously expresses. The illusion of matrices and informational grids arises from
the incorrect belief that our will can in any way affect life—blended
with the One, we respond to The50 Conductor.
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Illumination 43
The illusion
Illumination
43 of sub-atomic particles,
or that atomic elements exist, has kept
The illusion of sub-atomic particles, or that atomic elements
exist, their
has keptillusional
their illusional function
function in place.
It has affected
in place.
It has
our ability to differentiate the real from the unreal. That
affected
ourlikeability
differentiate
created
by the Infinite,
an angel, to
is real.
Yet our sensory the
perception
and
the
mechanisms
of
interpretations
have
real from the unreal. That created
by
labeled it as unreal – the fault of the illusion of atomic and
sub-atomic
particles.
The
chair,
a
sub-creation
of
man,
is
not
the Infinite, like an angel, is real. Yet
really there. Yet the illusion has been perpetuated.
our sensory perception and the mechaThe dissolving of the illusion of sub-atomic particles will
oflifeinterpretations
allow nisms
us to know
directly for what it is.have labeled it
as unreal—the fault of the illusion of
atomic and sub-atomic particles. The chair, a sub-creation of man, is
not really there. Yet the illusion has been perpetuated.
The dissolving of the illusion of sub-atomic particles will allow
us to know life directly for what it is.
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Illumination 44
No roles 44
exist as realities. Play no roIllumination
les. Indulge no illusion. As a parent you
No roles exist as realities. Play no roles. Indulge no illusion.
As a parent
you are indulging
illusion by playing
a role,
are indulging
ananillusion
by playing
a
for are you not also a child? As a student, are you not also a
role, for are you not also a child? As a
teacher?
student,
are you
notpractices,
also atheteacher?
In former
unenlightened
shamanic
practitioner
would shape-shift to the band of the beast (the realities of
Inmoving
former
unenlightened
shamanic
animals) by
what used
to be the assemblage
point
downwards.
practices, the practitioner would
Now, by realizing that there are no forms or sub-atomic
shape-shift to the band of the beast (the
elements, we can see that the body of the wolf is as unreal
as ours.
We can manifest
any form or forms
at will, knowing
realities
of animals)
by moving
what
they are not really there.
used to be the assemblage point downwards.
Now, by realizing that there are no forms or sub-atomic elements,
we can see that the body of the wolf is as unreal as ours. We can
manifest any form or forms at will, knowing they are not really there.
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Illumination 45
It is time 45
to let go the illusion of 52habits.
Illumination
How can a habit exist when memory
It is time to let go the illusion of habits. How can a habit
exist when
not? When
neitherpast
past nor
doesmemory
not? does
When
neither
nor patpatterns exist, habits are robbed of the elements from
habits
areillusory
robbed
whichterns
they areexist,
formed. Habits
are like
banks ofof the
a riverelements
that pre-determine
the
river’s
flow.
They
stifleformed.
the
from which they are
imaginative and spontaneous expression of our lives with
the illusion
of their
rigidness.
Habits
are
like illusory banks of a riThey ver
form that
programs
that
determine ourthe
actions
and
pre-determine
river’s
flow.
provide the false sense of security that derives from the
They
stifle the
spontaillusion
of predictability.
Theyimaginative
create the illusion and
of a personal
matrix - impossible within the spontaneous and glorious
expression
of our lives with the
danceneous
of the One
Life.
illusion of their rigidness.
They form programs that determine our actions and provide the
false sense of security that derives from the illusion of predictability.
They create the illusion of a personal matrix—impossible within the
spontaneous and glorious dance of the One Life.
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Illumination 46
The great46illusion is that the moment
Illumination
exists. Illusions rely on externals to
The great illusion is that the moment exists. Illusions rely on
externals
to define
them. They
exist exist
by virtueby
of what
they of
define
them.
They
virtue
are not. An example of this would be space. It is defined by
whatoccupies
theyit,are
not. itAn
example of this
that which
that which
is not.
would
space.
It the
is existence
defined
The same
is truebe
for the
illusion of
of a by that
moment. The moment exists because it is not the moment
which
occupies
that
whichititsaysisitnot.
that went
before,
nor the one it,
after.
And although
is
eliminatingThe
linear same
time, it causes
it. It isfor
a form
is true
theof contracted
illusion of
vision, and contraction is also an illusion within the One
Being.the existence of a moment. The moLife inment
no-timeexists
sets us free
from the tyranny
formthe
and ofmobecause
it is ofnot
having to be in one place at one ‘time’.
ment that went before, nor the one after. And although it says it is
eliminating linear time, it causes it. It is a form of contracted vision,
and contraction is also an illusion within the One Being.
Life in no-time sets us free from the tyranny of form and of having to be in one place at one ‘time’.
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54
Illumination 47
There can
Illumination
47be no definitions within the
ever-renewing, spontaneously expresThere can be no definitions within the ever-renewing,
spontaneously
expressing
the One
Nothing we
sing Being
of Being
the of
One
life.life.Nothing
we have known within the Dream of existence can serve
have known
within
thetheDream
of exisas a reference
point to help
determine
unfathomable
vastness
of
the
One
Life.
tence can serve as a reference point to
Wisdom, knowledge and vocabulary fail in attempting
help
determine
the unfathomable
vastto define
or describe
a life blended
in the dance of
formlessness
of
the
One
Life.
Words
define.
Words
are
ness of the One Life.
therefore mere illusions that strengthen the illusion of
Wisdom,
knowledge
and
vocaburelationship,
and that of thinking
that we know.
We must
dissolve the illusion of thinking that words convey meaning,
lary
fail
in attempting
to define
in favor
of the
discovery
unfolding throughout
our beingor
as depart of
the
One
Life.
scribe a life blended in the dance of formlessness of the One Life.
Words define. Words are therefore mere illusions that strengthen
the illusion of relationship, and that of thinking that we know. We
must dissolve the illusion of thinking that words convey meaning,
in favor of the discovery unfolding throughout our being as part of
the One Life.
55
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Illumination 48
Self-expression
cannot be when the
Illumination
48
self does not exist, if there is only
Self-expression cannot be when the self does not exist, if
thereone
is onlyBeing
one Beingin
in existence.
We areWe
within
the within
One
existence.
are
Life like the various instrumental sections of the orchestra.
the and
One
like
the
The violin
drumLife
sections
do not
play various
independentinstruof
the horns
and
reeds.
The
composer
and
conductor
are The
mental
sections
of
the
orchestra.
responsible for directing all musical parts into a congruent
whole.
violin and drum sections do not play
The Divine
Composer does
workhorns
from a score.
independent
ofnotthe
and reeds.
The whole orchestral symphony is being composed as
composer
conductor
are reswe go.The
The conductor’s
role isand
to encourage
the correct
interpretation of the music appearing on the screen before
directing
allignoring
musical
us. Weponsible
have to playfor
the correct
notes, but
the parts
interpretation
the conductorwhole.
is a choice.
into a ofcongruent
The Divine Composer does not work from a score. The whole
orchestral symphony is being composed as we go. The conductor’s
role is to encourage the correct interpretation of the music appearing
on the screen before us. We have to play the correct notes, but ignoring the interpretation of the conductor
is a choice.
56
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Illumination 49
We have 49
no real personal choice other
Illumination
than the quality of the moment—how
We have no real personal choice other than the quality of
the moment
- howlive
well we
it, how
muchwe
we see
well we
it, live
how
much
seeit and
it and
how much we enjoy it.
how much we enjoy it.
But surely, one might ask, if four dishes are placed on the
Butof us,
surely,
onerightmight
table in front
we have the
to chooseask,
one? if four
The choice we will ultimately make is determined by our
dishes
are level,
placed
on or
thenon-cognitively.
table in front
particular
perception
cognitively
This inof
turnus,
is programmed
by
The
One
Life,
conductor
we have the rightthe to
choose
of the orchestra. We think that, after certain deliberation,
will ultimately
we’veone?
chosen aThe
dish onchoice
a table butwe
the perception
we are
given for that moment chooses it for us.
make is determined by our particular
In looking at life, we may think that wrong choices were
cognitively
or non-cognitively. This in turn is promadeperception
but as we never level,
really made
them, that is impossible.
grammed by The One Life, the conductor of the orchestra. We think
that, after certain deliberation, we’ve chosen a dish on a table but the
perception we are given for that moment chooses it for us.
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In looking at life, we may think that wrong choices were made
but as we never really made them, that is impossible.
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Illumination 50
In attempting
Illumination
50 to fit in, we try to hide
from others the vast experience of
In attempting to fit in, we try to hide from others the vast
experience
our inner
life. We
it is essential
seem
our ofinner
life.
Wefeelfeel
it is toessential
normal to the tribe because it has traditionally not been
seem
normalandtofree-thinkers
the tribeof because
safe totostand
out. Visionaries
every kind it
have been
ostracized
from
society.
has traditionally not been safe to stand
‘Normalcy’ can be regarded as that which perpetuates the
Visionaries
and free-thinkers
statusout.
quo. The
status quo is an accumulated
body of past of
experience
held
in
place
as
current
experiential
wisdom by
every kind have been ostracized
from
the many. In our reality, we are the only one and there is no
society.
past, just
the authenticity of the moment.
‘Normalcy’ can be regarded as that
which perpetuates the status quo. The status quo is an accumulated
body of past experience held in place as current experiential wisdom
by the many. In our reality, we are the only one and there is no past,
just the authenticity of the moment.
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Illumination 51
Whenever
Illumination
51there is linear flow 58in life
Whenever
linear space.
flow in life There
there is also
therethere
is isalso
is space.
the space
There is the space in which the flow occurs and the areas
initwhich
thenot.
flow
the areas
outside
where it does
This occurs
gives rise toand
the illusions
of
‘inside’ and ‘outside’ as well as direction and space.
outside it where it does not. This gives
Movement and flow across a ‘space’ give birth to another
rise
to the
illusion
– linear
time. illusions
Linear time is of
the ‘inside’
tracking of and ‘outprogressive
movement
across
an
area.
Linear
time space.
also
side’ as well as direction and
creates the illusion that purity can be disrupted.
Movement and flow across a ‘space’
The dance of Infinite life is not one of linear flow but of
alternating
giveemphases.
birth to another illusion—linear
time. Linear time is the tracking of
progressive movement across an area. Linear time also creates the
illusion that purity can be disrupted.
The dance of Infinite life is not one of linear flow but of alternating emphases.
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Illumination 52
Personality
Illumination
52 is shaped by the illusions
of life. We may think that genetic proPersonality is shaped by the illusions of life. We may think
that genetic
programming
determined it in part
gramming
hashas determined
it but
in part
all programs for life, including genetic ones, have been
but byall
programs
foris nolife,
including
eliminated
the Infinite
Being. There
room for
predetermination
in
the
exuberant
spontaneity
of
life.
genetic ones, have been eliminated by
Personality is also shaped by past experience telling us
Infinite
Being.
There
is no room
what the
areas of
ourselves are
best hidden
or emphasized.
This social
enslaves and tends to
the
for learning
predetermination
inre-create
the exuberant
mediocrity of the past instead of allowing the gifts of the
spontaneity
of life.
moment
to reveal themselves
through us.
Personality is also shaped by past
experience telling us what areas of ourselves are best hidden or emphasized. This social learning enslaves and tends to re-create the
mediocrity of the past instead of allowing the gifts of the moment to
reveal themselves through us.
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Illumination 53
Timing is53
a source of distress to60many,
Illumination
yet it is an illusion. Many of the ‘if onTiming is a source of distress to many, yet it is an illusion.
Manylys’
of the of
‘if onlys’
lives are
are based
on having
ourof our
lives
based
on missed
having
opportunities that presented themselves. We think we have
missed by
opportunities
that thepresented
lost opportunities
not grabbing our chances
moment
they appeared.
themselves. We think we have lost opOur being as the One Life is our sustenance and can
portunities
notorgrabbing
our
chanmanifest
anything in theby
present
future that it did
in the
past. This
only
happens,
however,
when
it
is
part
of
the
ces the moment they appeared.
Divine design of the spontaneous dance of existence. To
being
the One
Life
is our
be in stepOur
with this
dance isas
to flourish.
There are
no timed
moments nor do we have the ability to miss a key moment.
and can manifest
anything
If theysustenance
are part of the choreography,
we will most certainly
choose
to
live
them.
in the present or future that it did in the past. This only happens,
however, when it is part of the Divine design of the spontaneous
dance of existence. To be in step with this dance is to flourish. There
are no timed moments nor do we have the ability to miss a key moment. If they are part of the choreography, we will most certainly
choose to live them.
61
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Illumination 54
Pre-requisites
Illumination
54 are an obstacle to the
expression of spontaneous life. We
Pre-requisites are an obstacle to the expression of
spontaneous
wanttoto know
get to know
someone before
want life.
toWeget
someone
before
we decide whether they are our friend. It is impossible to
decide
whether
they
areusour
friend.
knowwe
anyone
if we consider
that they
are, like
a being
vast asItexistence,
changing
moment
by
moment.
is impossible to know anyone if we
It is part of linear mind’s complex of game plans, backup
they are,
like control
us a being
plans,consider
strategies andthat
predictabilities
– all illusion
mechanisms
– that
demands pre-requisites.
It is moment
in our
vast as
existence,
changing
by
trust in the infallibility of our lives and the full surrender of
moment.
our being
to Infinite perfection that wondrous events are
immediately ours to seize.
It is part of linear mind’s complex
of game plans, backup plans, strategies and predictabilities—all
illusion control mechanisms—that demands pre-requisites. It is in
our trust in the infallibility of our lives and the full surrender of our
being to Infinite perfection that wondrous events are immediately
ours to seize.
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Illumination 55
Artificial55
intelligence is the product
Illumination
of something arising from subArtificial intelligence is the product of something arising
from creations—anything
sub-creations - anything that is not
real. Itis
is the
that
not real.
outcome of making anything from a created substance, like
It is blocks
the outcome
of making anything
the building
of life.
fromhave
a created
substance,
like
the builOur forms
been created
from sub-atomic
particles.
We are the pots created from the potter’s clay. But the
blocks
ofthat
life.
clay isding
an unreal
substance
is not part of Infinite Life.
Physical life
has
therefore
been
an artificial
Our forms have
beenintelligence.
created from
The hidden realms, though composed primarily from other
sub-atomic
particles.
Welife.are
the pots
building
blocks, have likewise
been artificial
Individuated
life, comprising the cosmos, is equally unreal.
created from the potter’s clay. But the
Because the building blocks themselves, like light, love,
clay
isforth
an are
unreal
substance
that
not part of Infinite Life. Physical
energy
and so
unreal, our
bodies and all
formis
is as
well.
life has therefore been an artificial intelligence. The hidden realms,
though composed primarily from other building blocks, have likewise been artificial life. Individuated life, comprising the cosmos, is
equally unreal.
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Because the building blocks themselves, like light, love, energy
and so forth are unreal, our bodies and all form is as well.
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Illumination 56
The body
Illumination
56 has never had real life.
Therefore, there cannot be a death of
The body has never had real life. Therefore, there cannot
be a death
of the physical.The
The real
part part
of all being
is being
the physical.
real
of all
the formless expanse with no boundaries. Bodies, like a
is the
formless
expanse
with
no boundprojected
movie
image, are formed
merely
to facilitate
playfularies.
enjoyment.
A
physical
parting
cannot
occur
sincemovie
the
Bodies, like a projected
true essences of beings are like an intermingled field.
image,
merely
to facilitate
The real
value ofare
deathformed
is the removal
of the unreal.
Yet,
since playful
death itself isenjoyment.
an illusion, it is just
the
illusory
tool
the
A physical parting
real being employs to change the game played with its
occur
since
essences
of
unrealcannot
toys. Whether
the being
hasthe
madetrue
one body
for
itself or two, or more, grieving their loss should they be
beings
intermingled
eliminated
is likeare
cryinglike
over an
the end
of an entertainingfield.
movie. The real value of death is the removal of the unreal. Yet, since
death itself is an illusion, it is just the illusory tool the real being
employs to change the game played with its unreal toys. Whether
the being has made one body for itself or two, or more, grieving
their loss should they be eliminated is like crying over the end of an
entertaining movie.
64
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Illumination 57
Aging occurs
Illumination
57 as the result of a very unreal game in which the illusory adverAging occurs as the result of a very unreal game in which
the illusory
adversaries
are pittedagainst
against oneone
another.
The
saries
are pitted
another.
unreal body, that in actuality does not exist, is attacked by
body,
deathThe
that isunreal
also not really
there.that in actuality does
exist,
is attacked
byforce
death
that is
Deathnot
has been
the tumbling,
or spiraling,
of
awareness moving through space. There is no space or flow
also not
really
or movement.
There
are no there.
building blocks of existence
such as awareness
to
move in
spirals against
our bodies to or
Death has
been
the tumbling,
cause the wear and tear we call aging.
spiraling, force of awareness moving
Furthermore, there is no reality to our physical bodies or
the atomic
elements
from which
they areis
made.
through
space.
There
noWould
space or
we expect to find a movie image or a virtual reality figure
movement.
There
no building blocks of existence such
aging?flow
It is no or
different
with our bodies
– they are
will appear
indefinitely young if we want them to.
as awareness to move in spirals against our bodies to cause the wear
and tear we call aging.
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Furthermore, there is no reality to our physical bodies or the
atomic elements from which they are made. Would we expect to find
a movie image or a virtual reality figure aging? It is no different with
our bodies—they will appear indefinitely young if we want them to.
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Illumination 58
Bodily programs
are self-made matIllumination
58
rices and, like the body itself, do not
Bodily programs are self-made matrices and, like the body
itself, exist.
do not exist.
think we
to breathe,
eat, drink eat,
WeWethink
wehave
have
to breathe,
and have a heartbeat in order to live. But it is the real and
drink
and
have
a heartbeat
to
formless
part of
us that
is blended
with the Onein
Lifeorder
that
keepslive.
the body
in
place,
not
similar
or
bodily
sustained
But it is the real and formless part
mechanisms. All of them are illusions as well.
of us
blended
the One Life
The body
is a that
playful is
image,
conjured with
by the consciousness
you are.
It
can
be
re-shaped,
bi-located,
disassembled
in simithat keeps the body in place, not
one place and assembled at will in another. It does not in
orneed
bodily
mechanisms.
realitylar
tire or
sleep. It issustained
good practice to
dissolve it
altogether during the night as it ‘sleeps’.
All of them are illusions as well.
The body is a playful image, conjured by the consciousness you
are. It can be re-shaped, bi-located, disassembled in one place and
assembled at will in another. It does not in reality tire or need sleep.
It is good practice to dissolve it altogether during the night as it
‘sleeps’.
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Illumination 59
Beings that
Illumination
59 represent illusion cannot
exist. The body of any being that is
Beings that represent illusion cannot exist. The body of any
beingformed
that is formed
sustained by its formless,
part
isis sustained
by itseternal
formless,
that exists in the One Life. Even though the body itself is
eternal
part
that
exists byinitsthe
One Life.
not really
there, its
image
is maintained
consciousness.
Even
though
body
itself
Because
only that
which is the
real and
eternal
and is not rerepresentative of the Infinite’s purity can live within It, there
allyin there,
its image
is amaintained
is nothing
all of existence
that sustains
being of illusion. by
its consciousness.
The seeming
creation of beings of illusion is like the soulless
or unreal chair we sit on - an illusory sub-creation of man.
Because only that which is real
and eternal and representative of the
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Infinite’s purity can live within It, there is nothing in all of existence
that sustains a being of illusion.
The seeming creation of beings of illusion is like the soulless or
unreal chair we sit on—an illusory sub-creation of man.
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Illumination 60
Lightworkers
Illumination
60 have diligently striven
to give others love, healing or enlighLightworkers have diligently striven to give others love,
healing
or enlightenment.
truth isisthat
each each
being filling
tenment.
TheThetruth
that
being
the vastness of existence as a perfect consciousness runs
filling
vastness of existence as a
the illusion
of histhe
own body.
runsit merely
the illusion
Tryingperfect
to ‘fix’ the consciousness
illusional form or enlighten
strengthens its delusion of realness. It is by acknowledging
of his own
body.
the wholeness
of the actual,
real, eternal and formless part
of anotherTrying
that we assist
that
let go of its addiction
to ‘fix’being
thetoillusional
form or
to the dream.
enlighten it merely strengthens its deluTaking it to the next level of clarity, there is actually only the
One Being
existence – only
One
Acknowledging
sioninofall realness.
It is
byLife.acknowledging
our own incorruptible wholeness and then knowing the
of the
actual, real, eternal and formless part of another
otherthe
to bewholeness
us, sets all free from
illusion.
that we assist that being to let go of its addiction to the dream.
Taking it to the next level of clarity, there is actually only the One
Being in all existence—only One Life. Acknowledging our own incorruptible wholeness and then knowing the other to be us, sets all
free from illusion.
68
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Illumination 61
The seeming
Illumination
61 lack of self-sovereignty
humans have experienced stems from
The seeming lack of self-sovereignty humans have
experienced
stems from the incongruity
of two unique
the incongruity
of two unique
facets of
facets of the Infinite’s Self-delight in Its existence; two beings,
Infinite’s
Itsthen
exisboth the
maintaining
illusions ofSelf-delight
form. These illusoryin
forms
feel powerless
because
they
try
without
success
to
control
tence; two beings, both maintaining
each other.
illusions
form. These
A man
is caught in aof
thunderstorm.
He feelsillusory
the loss of forms
his
self-determination
because
he
cannot
control
the weather.
then feel powerless because
they try
The storm is the physical manifestation of the weather spirit.
without
success
control ofeach
other.
The man
is the illusory
physicalto
manifestation
his eternal
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formlessness. The real part of both is obeying the Song of
the One Life.

Because the real parts of both are actually not two, but
One, the game of the illusory images can be changed,
provided it is part of the Grand Design, from their timeless,
42
formless realness but not from the illusory images.
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A man is caught in a thunderstorm. He feels the loss of his selfdetermination because he cannot control the weather. The storm is
the physical manifestation of the weather spirit. The man is the illusory physical manifestation of his eternal formlessness. The real
part of both is obeying the Song of the One Life.
Because the real parts of both are actually not two, but One, the
game of the illusory images can be changed, provided it is part of
the Grand Design, from their timeless, formless realness but not
from the illusory images.
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Illumination 62
The intent
Illumination
62of the Infinite is an illusion. There is no plan in place creating
The intent of the Infinite is an illusion. There is no plan in
place acreating
a construct
which lifelife
must must
adhere. The
construct
totowhich
adhere.
expression of delight in Its own Being is a spontaneous
The expression of delight in Its own
symphony.
Being
is a spontaneous
symphony.
If there
was pre-meditated
intent there would
be a matrix
to enforce that intent - an artificial, illusional structure that
If within
there
wasLife.pre-meditated
intent
is impossible
the One
The illusion of structure
cannot
be
maintained
within
spaceless
space.
there would be a matrix to enforce that
The spontaneity of life expressing is the result of there
intent—an artificial, illusional strucbeing no time – not a specified moment, not a past, not a
future.ture
Therethat
is nothing
for us to align to. Unobstructed
is impossible
within thebyOne
illusional belief systems, life expresses through us.
Life. The illusion of structure cannot be maintained within spaceless
space.
The spontaneity of life expressing is the result of there being
no time—not a specified moment, not a past, not a future. There is
nothing for us to align to. Unobstructed by illusional belief systems,
life expresses through us.
70
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Illumination 63
The electromagnetic
components of
Illumination
63
life have held our memories, but in reThe electromagnetic components of life have held our
memories,
in reality neither
exists.
Themagnetic
magnetic partsparts
alitybutneither
exists.
The
of existence have stored memories and the electrical parts
of existence
have
stored
memories
have interpreted
them. This
has created
a further
illusion ofand
our having
had
a
past.
In
turn,
this
contributed
to
the
illusion
the electrical parts have interpreted
that the future could be predicted based on the past.
them. parts
This
has created
a the
further
illuThe electrical
of created
life have given
impression
that there
– the proactive,
principle.
sionis masculinity
of our having
hadpositive
a past.
In turn,
The feminine, as an illusional reality, was derived from
this –contributed
to the
illusion
that the
magnetism
the receptive, negative
principle
of life. The
reality of the One Life does not support this illusion.
future
could
be predicted
based
The Infinite
Oneness
is androgynous,
having no
gender.on the
The illusion
past.of polarity stemmed from the illusion of
electromagnetism.
The electrical parts of created life have given the impression
that there is masculinity—the proactive, positive principle. The
feminine, as an illusional reality, was derived from magnetism—the
receptive, negative principle of life. The reality of the One Life does
not support this illusion. The Infinite
Oneness is androgynous, hav71
ing no gender. The illusion of polarity stemmed from the illusion of
electromagnetism.
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Illumination 64
For millennia,
the environment as a
Illumination
64
mirror has been used by truth seekers
For millennia, the environment as a mirror has been used
by truth
to access
information about
ourselves
and
to seekers
access
information
about
ourselves
as a guidance system. The language of dreams and of our
and ashasareflected
guidance
system.
The
languaenvironment
what we
failed to see
in our
daily
journey.
ge of dreams and of our environment
Mirrors give backward images. If there is a deficiency in
has reflected
weas an
failed
see in
our perception,
it would bewhat
mirrored
actualityto
in our
environment.
That
which
was
lack
would
be
mirrored
as
our daily journey.
substance. Although these mirrors have been helpful, the
Mirrors
backward
images. If
images were
unreal. Thisgive
could only
give us information
about the box in which we found ourselves.
there is a deficiency in our perception,
It is in knowing that everything within the box is unreal that
it would
be mirrored
we transcend
the make-believe
worldas
intoan
theactuality
One Life of in our environment. That which
no beginning.
was lack would be mirrored as substance. Although these mirrors
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have been helpful, the images were unreal. This could only give us
information about the box in which we found ourselves.
It is in knowing that everything within the box is unreal that we
transcend the make-believe world into the One Life of no beginning.
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Illumination 65
The linear
Illumination
65communication of speech,
sight or sound is not possible. Where
The linear communication of speech, sight or sound is not
possible.
Where
is no space,
there isisnono
direction.
there
isthere
no space,
there
direction.
There is also no linear communication needed or possible
isrelationship,
also no when
linear
communication
whenThere
there is no
no two
beings exist
anywhere,
where
only
the
One
Life
is.
needed or possible when there is no
Within the One Life, communication cannot use the illusion
no The
twofivebeings
exist
of therelationship,
body and its senseswhen
as a vehicle.
outer senses
have implied
there
is
an
inner
and
an
outer
reality.
The
many
anywhere, where only the One Life is.
inner senses of man have consisted of electromagnetic
Withintheythe
Life,
communicaimpulses. Although
haveOne
been more
inclusive
and nonlinear, they have nevertheless been based on the illusion of
cannot
use the
illusion of the body
duality,tion
created
by the unreality
of electromagnetism.
and its senses as a vehicle. The five outer senses have implied there
is an inner and an outer reality. The many inner senses of man have
consisted of electromagnetic impulses. Although they have been
more inclusive and nonlinear, they have nevertheless been based on
the illusion of duality, created by the unreality of electromagnetism.
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Illumination 66
The desire
Illumination
66of man to control his environment and his life has been pervasiThe desire of man to control his environment and his
life has
beenItpervasive.
the purpose of
ve.
servedIt served
the purpose
offocusing
focusing
his attention away from the terrifying vastness of his true
attention
away
from
the
being.his
It gave
him the feeling
of having
control
overterrifying
his
illusory
reality
and
his
transitory
existence.
It
also
gave
him him
vastness of his true being. It gave
a purpose, he thought, that would justify the unreality and
artificiality
physical life.
the offeeling
of having control over his
Premonition,
prediction
and prophecy
work sinceexisillusory reality
and hiscannot
transitory
there is no real foundation to them. There is no predictable
tence. has
It also
gave
purpose, he
plan. Physicality
never been
real him
and theaendless
vastness that we are cannot be controlled.
thought, that would justify the unreality and artificiality of physical life.
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Premonition, prediction and prophecy cannot work since there is
no real foundation to them. There is no predictable plan. Physicality
has never been real and the endless vastness that we are cannot be
controlled.
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Illumination
Illumination
67 67
The staid—what the mind regards as
The staid - what the mind regards as the orderly - is highly
the orderly—is highly prized in the
prized in the illusory world of man. Propriety - the rehashed
and obsolete
value systems
of another
- are inflicted
illusory
world
of man.
Propriety—the
on generation after generation.
rehashed and obsolete value systems
On the other hand, the few who actually hear the
unbounded
song of the One Life
or who merely
wish to
of another—are
inflicted
on generation
live free from the fetters of social conditioning others would
afterthem
generation.
foist upon
are shunned.
theexpression
few who acWildness On
is the the
term other
ascribed hand,
to boundless
and it is considered contagious – something that if not
tually
unbounded
song
of the
ostracized
couldhear
spread.the
It could
break down the
carefully
constructed
strictures
and
partitions
of
what
is
acceptable
One Life or who merely wish to live free from the fetters of social
and what is not, threatening the societal structure itself.
conditioning
others
would
upon them are shunned.
Through
authentic expression,
illusions
of man foist
could come
tumbling down.
Wildness is the term ascribed to boundless expression and it is
considered contagious—something that if not ostracized could
spread. It could break down the carefully constructed strictures and
partitions of what is acceptable and what is not, threatening the soci75
etal structure itself. Through authentic
expression, illusions of man
could come tumbling down.
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Illumination 68
The spiritual
Illumination
68 awakening of man has
been mapped as going through three
The spiritual awakening of man has been mapped as going
through
three distinct
stages: identity
identity consciousness,
in
distinct
stages:
consciousness,
which the perspective is contracted; God-consciousness in
theis expanded;
perspective
is contracted;
whichin
thewhich
perspective
and ascended
mastery,
in which
all
perspectives
are
viewed
at
once.
God-consciousness in which the perYet how can the unreal projected form be growing or
spective
is expanded;
and
developing?
Real formlessness
does not need
to doascended
so.
The unreal
form
has
been
like
an
aperture
through
which are
mastery, in which all perspectives
to view life - a means of changing perspectives in order to
viewed
once.There are no real stages of
role play
possible at
outcomes.
ascension for the physical and illusory forms.
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Yet how can the unreal projected form be growing or developing?
Real formlessness does not need to do so. The unreal form has been
like an aperture through which to view life—a means of changing
perspectives in order to role play possible outcomes. There are no
real stages of ascension for the physical and illusory forms.
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Illumination
Illumination
69 69
We cling to the familiar, a trait found
We cling to the familiar, a trait found throughout nature.
throughout
nature.
Animals
have too
famiAnimals
have familiar trails
and watering
holes. Humans
are creatures
of
habit.
Seers
have
noted
that
animals
that
liar trails and watering holes. Humans
have habits and ruts also have less vitality and are more
are
creatures
habit.
Seers
easily too
hunted
by predators.
This isof
nature’s
way of
ensuringhave
that those with less life-giving vitality have less chance of
noted
that have habits
passing
on their that
genes toanimals
the next generation.
and ruts
alsobeing
have
less
and are
The illusion
of anything
familiar
mustvitality
be dispelled
before it becomes our contented prison cell. Life is newly
more easily hunted by predators. This
expressing, even though illusory forms seem to linger. Like
a riveriswhere
the waterway
is always
and nascent,
we those
nature’s
of fresh
ensuring
that
cannot feel the One Life behind the images and think that
with
life-giving
have isless chance of passing on their
anything
is theless
same in
two successive vitality
moments - nothing
ever familiar.
genes to the next generation.
The illusion of anything being familiar must be dispelled before
it becomes our contented prison cell. Life is newly expressing, even
though illusory forms seem to linger. Like a river where the water
is always fresh and nascent, we cannot feel the One Life behind the
77
images and think that anything is the same in two successive moments—nothing is ever familiar.
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Illumination
Illumination
70 70
Generations of seers have divided inGenerations of seers have divided information into
categories:
the known,into
the unknown
and the unknowable.
formation
categories:
the known,
Yet what can truly ever be known to us? The forms around
us onthe
which unknown
we have come toand
rely arethe
merelyunknowable.
pliant
holograms
produced
by
that
real
part
of
that cannot
be to
Yet what can truly everlife be
known
accessed through the illusory senses. The only reason they
seemus?
real isThe
because
we believe
them tous
be. on which we
forms
around
The unknown
pertains
to
that
which,
although
not presently
have come to rely are merely
pliant
known, can be known. Because the only part of life that
produced
is realholograms
lies behind superficial
experienceby
and that
beyondreal
our part
knowingness, all of life is forever unknowable.
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of life that cannot be accessed through the illusory senses. The only
reason they seem real is because we believe them to be.
The unknown pertains to that which, although not presently
known, can be known. Because the only part of life that is real lies
behind superficial experience and beyond our knowingness, all of
life is forever unknowable.
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Illumination 71
There are71no mathematical sequences
Illumination
or any geometry, for there is no lineaThere are no mathematical sequences or any geometry,
for there
no linearity
or structure.
reality behind
the the
rityis or
structure.
TheThe
reality
behind
illusion of form has no time or space, or linear progression
illusion
of form has
no time or space,
that needs
to be mathematically
defined.
or linear
that isneeds
We define
math by progression
what it is not. Something
at 35 to be
degrees because it is not at any of the other degrees – this
defined.
is themathematically
same way form is defined
and used to identify one
person from
another.
It
is
therefore
the illusion
of not.
We define math part
by ofwhat
it is
space. The act of measuring and defining the unfathomable
Something
is at 35
degrees
because
One Life
is part of the illusions
created
by mind in
order to it
feel in control. Mathematics, like language, helps us think that
is notandatlabelany
of the other degrees—
we measure
the unknowable.
this is the same way form is defined and used to identify one
person from another. It is therefore part of the illusion of space.
The act of measuring and defining the unfathomable One Life is
part of the illusions created by mind in order to feel in control.
Mathematics, like language, helps us think that we measure and
label the unknowable.
79
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Illumination
Illumination
72 72
Mind is the creator of holograms of
Mind is the creator of holograms of life. The movie
projector
onto aprojector
screen and mind
has done
life.throws
Theimages
movie
throws
imathe same in creating the multiple images within the formless,
onto
a screen
mind has done
givingges
the false
impression
that theyand
are real.
same
creating
the multiple
How the
did this
deceit in
occur,
this false creation
seem so real?imaBecause mind made itself a self-appointed arbitrator and
ges within the formless, giving the falconvinced all that its creations were valid. It has stubbornly
refused
consider any evidence
the contrary.
It has
setoimpression
that tothey
are real.
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ridiculed, attacked or ignored all that does not uphold the
seeming validity of its unreal creations.

It has contracted focus so that the larger perspective cannot
be seen. Mind is not real for it has had a beginning. All that
has had a beginning within the eternal Oneness of Being is
48
not real.
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How did this deceit occur, this false creation seem so real?
Because mind made itself a self-appointed arbitrator and convinced
all that its creations were valid. It has stubbornly refused to consider
any evidence to the contrary. It has ridiculed, attacked or ignored
all that does not uphold the seeming validity of its unreal creations.
It has contracted focus so that the larger perspective cannot be
seen. Mind is not real for it has had a beginning. All that has had a
beginning within the eternal Oneness of Being is not real.
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Illumination 73
Grief because
of loss can clutch the
Illumination
73
heart of a bereaved because the oneGrief because of loss can clutch the heart of a bereaved
because
the oneness
life seems
less real
thanreal
the than
ness
of allof alllife
seems
less
unreal world of form. It is at such a time that shock can
thesome
unreal
world ofexpansion,
form.aItwithdrawal
is at such
catapult
into dis-associative
from a
life.time
Others contract
into
themselves,
causing
an some
that shock can catapult
obsessive attachment to their grief.
into
dis-associative
expansion,
a withIn reality
either
response is an illusion.
Within the
boundlessness
of
the
One
Being
there
is
no
contraction
drawal from life. Others contract into
because there is no reference point, the body being an
themselves,
causing
anLifeobsessive
illusion.
There is no boundary
to the One
so there is atnothing to expand to. Crying over the loss of a loved one is
tachment
to ending
theirtogrief.
like crying
over the sad
a movie. In the true reality
of Oneness,
there
is
just
the
inseparable
onenessis
of an
all lifeillusion. Within the boundlessness
In reality either response
experiencing the moment without perspective.
of the One Being there is no contraction because there is no reference point, the body being an illusion. There is no boundary to the
One Life so there is nothing to expand to. Crying over the loss of a
loved one is like crying over the sad ending to a movie. In the true
reality of Oneness, there is just81 the inseparable oneness of all life
experiencing the moment without perspective.
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Illumination 74
Through 74
the ages, sages have taught
Illumination
that self-knowledge precedes selfThrough the ages, sages have taught that self-knowledge
precedes
self-love.
If self isisa part
of Infinite
that which
love.
If self
a part
of Life,
Infinite
Life,
has no beginning, the illusory concept of mind cannot
that which
no
beginning,
the illusounderstand
that whichhas
is real.
That
which is in a box
cannot
understand
that
which
lies
outside
its
self-imposed
ry concept of mind cannot understand
boundaries.
thatselfwhich
is real.
which
is in a
The true
of every being
cannotThat
be grasped
or
understood.
How then can
self-love exist?that
It is impossible
box cannot
understand
which lies
for one being to grasp the vastness of another. Instead, we
outside
itscreated
self-imposed
boundaries.
love the
personality
from the illusions
of life. This
personal love is an obsession because it provides an illusory
true our
self
of every
anchoringThe
point within
limitless
vastness being
instead ofcannot
the
experience
of the divineor
compassion
of our formless
be grasped
understood.
Howbeings
then can self-love exist? It is imin an endless embrace.
possible for one being to grasp the vastness of another. Instead, we
love the personality created from the illusions of life. This personal
love is an obsession because it provides an illusory anchoring point
within our limitless vastness instead of the experience of the divine
compassion of our formless beings
in an endless embrace.
82
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Illumination 75
The feeling
Illumination
75 of victimhood, of being
out of control when a person in our
The feeling of victimhood, of being out of control when a
person
in our
life dies,abandons
abandons or injures
us can be very
life
dies,
or injures
us can
strong. This is especially true when injury is to a child. Death
be very
This is especially true
in particular
seemsstrong.
to come unexpectedly.
when
is tooneness
a child.
Death
in parConsider
how injury
in the merged
of all beings
there
can be no surprises, no emergency and nothing that can
ticular
seems
toonly
come
victimize
us. These
things can
occurunexpectedly.
in the unreal world
of form mind
has
created,
where
vision
can
see within
Consider how in the only
merged
onethe illusory base of the moment.
ness of all beings there can be no surThe merged oneness of all beings means that we are full
participants
in the
Life and no partand
of existence
is that
prises,
noOneemergency
nothing
excluded. The real part of us is at all times participating in
can victimize
These things can only occur in the unreal world of
full knowledge
throughout us.
our lives.
form mind has created, where vision can only see within the illusory
base of the moment.
The merged oneness of all beings means that we are full participants in the One Life and no part of existence is excluded. The real
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part of us is at all times participating in full knowledge throughout

Illuminations
of the Gods
our lives.

Illumination
Illumination
76 76
The illusion of being in love as a ‘naThe illusion of being in love as a ‘natural’ occurrence is
tural’
occurrence
is illusion
not much
not much
different
than seeing the
of death different
as a
necessary
part
of
life.
Because
everyone
around
us
seems
than seeing the illusion of death as a
to fall prey to it, it must be acceptable. As a result, the
necessary
part ofandlife.
Because
illusions
of life go unchallenged
eventually
become everyclothed in a romanticized veil. This further obscures how
one around
us seems
to fall
detrimental
it is to embrace
the very illusion
that prey
enslavesto it,
us. it must be acceptable. As a result, the
To be enraptured and in love with another is to transfer our
illusions of life go unchallenged and
focus to that person and to see them as separate from our
own being.
It gives thebecome
bliss-promoting
experience
having
eventually
clothed
in ofa romana firm point of reference to focus on. This is a refuge from
ticized
the illusion
mind veil.
creates This
of beingfurther
‘lost’ whenobscures
it encounters how detrimental it is to embrace
the trackless vastness of our being.
the very illusion that enslaves us.
To be enraptured and in love with another is to transfer our focus to that person and to see them as separate from our own being.
It gives the bliss-promoting experience of having a firm point of
reference to focus on. This is a refuge from the illusion mind cre84
ates of being ‘lost’ when it encounters the trackless vastness of our
being.
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Illumination 77
The attraction
Illumination
77 many have to danger—
whether to dangerous pastimes, movies
The attraction many have to danger - whether to
dangerous
movies and news
- stems
an
and pastimes,
news—stems
from
anfrom
illusion
of
illusion of disconnection from the ever-renewing adventure
from
the ever-renewing
of thedisconnection
One Life. Life lived from
the illusion
of separation
cannot
see
beyond
the
mediocrity
of
the
self-made
box itlived
adventure of the One Life. Life
is in. Even the most exciting of lives pales by comparison to
the experience
of entering
into oneness
with the Infinite canfrom the
illusion
of separation
Being. Somewhere within, all beings know they are part of a
see ofbeyond
the mediocrity
of the
grandnot
adventure
epic proportions
and that life is meant
to beself-made
lived on the edge
of
newness
and
fresh
potential.
box it is in. Even the most
As we seek vitality by embracing what is life-threatening, we
exciting
ofmeaning
livesbypales
by comparison
are trying
to give life
encountering
what it is
not. This is how we keep illusion alive. If our life is lusterless
it is only because it is based on the ultimate illusion –
separation.
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to the experience of entering into oneness with the Infinite Being.
Somewhere within, all beings know they are part of a grand adventure of epic proportions and that life is meant to be lived on the edge
of newness and fresh potential.
As we seek vitality by embracing what is life-threatening, we are
trying to give life meaning by encountering what it is not. This is
how we keep illusion alive. If our life is lusterless it is only because
it is based on the ultimate illusion—separation.
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Illumination 78
Because 78
of our deluded fear of abanIllumination
donment, we excuse the non-life-enBecause of our deluded fear of abandonment, we excuse
the non-life-enhancing
qualities ofof
others.
We delude
hancing qualities
others.
We delude
ourselves further by calling this deceit of self enlightened.
ourselves
further
calling this
deceit
We tend
to impute high
motivesby
to dysfunctionality
where
thereof
are self
none. We
see
an
excuse
for
the
behavior
of
enlightened. We tend to impute
others in how wounded they are, never acknowledging that
all have
the
perfection
of the
Life as the reality of their
high motives
toOne
dysfunctionality
whebeing. To see the un-wholeness of another is to keep him
thereofare
none. We see an excuse for
on theretreadmill
illusion.
the the
behavior
ofisothers
in how
wounded
To accept
unacceptable
to disrespect
the holy
origins
of our being as part of the One Life of incorruptibility. It
theyanother
are, never
acknowledging
also allows
to continue
living an unexamined that
life. all
have the perfection of the One Life as the reality of their being. To
see the un-wholeness of another is to keep him on the treadmill of
illusion.
To accept the unacceptable is to disrespect the holy origins of
our being as part of the One Life of incorruptibility. It also allows
another to continue living an unexamined
life.
86
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Illumination 79
Protectiveness
Illumination
79 of another sees only the
illusion of form and fails to acknowProtectiveness of another sees only the illusion of form
and fails
to acknowledge
that being’strue
true oneness
with with
ledge
that being’s
oneness
ourselves. Is something self-hostile within us? If not, it cannot
ourselves.
exist without.
We dwellIs
in thesomething
Oneness of beingself-hostile
where
anything
hostile
can
only
be
an
illusion
and life continually
within
us?
If
not,
it
cannot
exist witexpresses anew.
hout.
We dwell
in theallow
Oneness
being
Do we,
in misguided
protectiveness,
another toofdrain
us or where
take from anything
us? Within thehostile
Infinite One
Life all
that is,be an
can
only
is ours when we acknowledge and live from this oneness.
illusion
continually
expresses
As long
as anotherand
is seenlife
as separate
and giving becomes
linear, we enforce separation. We also do not allow them to
ceaseanew.
trying to attach to and see sustenance from illusory
resources.Do we, in misguided protectiveness, allow another to drain us or
take from us? Within the Infinite One Life all that is, is ours when
we acknowledge and live from this oneness. As long as another is
seen as separate and giving becomes linear, we enforce separation.
We also do not allow them to cease trying to attach to and see sustenance from illusory resources. 87
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Illumination 80
Expecting
Illumination
80 reciprocity and fairness,
many are disillusioned, their expectaExpecting reciprocity and fairness, many are disillusioned,
their expectation
flawed.We
We are
when generosity
tion flawed.
aregiving
giving
when geneitself assumes that there is more than One Being in the
rosity
itself
assumes
that there
cosmos.
Then we
expect,
in a co-dependent
way, thatis
wemore
are tothan
be repaid
for
strengthening
the
illusion
of
separation.
One Being in the cosmos. Then
Are we never to give? We exchange gifts or resources
simplywe
because
it is thein
nature
of existence to equalize
expect,
a co-dependent
way, that
supply, just as the ocean would fill a gap within itself.
we are to be repaid for strengthening
The ocean does not regard the gap that has been filled
the illusion
separation.
we
as something
outside itself.of
Therefore
it does not askAre
for
reciprocity. The benefit is in the giving, for all giving is to the
self. never to give? We exchange gifts or
resources simply because it is the nature of existence to equalize
supply, just as the ocean would fill a gap within itself.
The ocean does not regard the gap that has been filled as something outside itself. Therefore it does not ask for reciprocity. The
benefit is in the giving, for all giving is to the self.
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Illumination 81
To commit
Illumination
81 any self-effacing act or
to belittle the self fails to acknowTo commit any self-effacing act or to belittle the self fails to
acknowledge
OneOne
Life we
are and
ledgethe
the
Life
weaffirm
areinstead
andtheaffirm
illusion of the body as self. Likewise, to take personally the
the illusion
the
body
wordsinstead
or acts of another
towards usofalso
assumes
thatas
theself.
self toLikewise,
which they areto
reacting
is
real.
take personally the words
Some still manage to detach from the situation as being
acts
of another
towards
us also asunrealor
when
confronted
with hostility.
But personal
affirmation,
adoration
affection
us to they
think of are
sumes
thatorthe
selfencourages
to which
ourselves as the recipients. How then are we to live in the
is real.
worldreacting
of illusion without
being captured by its allure and
promises of realness?
Some still manage to detach from
The answer is not to stay in expanded awareness, which is
the situation
being
when confronted with hostility. But
as addictive
as contracted as
awareness.
Theunreal
dis-association
that accompanies expanded awareness is not helpful in
personal affirmation, adoration or affection encourages us to think
breaking free from mortal boundaries since it is passive.
Initial of
practices
include making
timerecipients.
to experience the
One then are we to live in the world
ourselves
as the
How
Life a few times each day. As if you are in a lucid dream,
ofyourself
illusion
without
being
captured
by its allure and promises of
remind
many times
a day that
form is not
real.
realness?
The answer is not to stay in expanded
awareness, which is as ad89
dictive as contracted awareness. The dis-association that accompanies expanded awareness is not helpful in breaking free from mortal
boundaries since it is passive. Initial practices include making time
to experience the One Life a few times each day. As if you are in a
lucid dream, remind yourself many times a day that form is not real.
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Illumination 82
The tendency
Illumination
82 to expect our bodies to be
influenced by exposure to ‘contagious’
The tendency to expect our bodies to be influenced by
exposure
to ‘contagious’
germs,
heatis
or like
cold isthinking
like thinking the
germs,
heat or
cold
the hat on the unreal image of a person on a movie
the away
unreal
a front
person
on
screenhat
can on
be blown
if we image
turn on a of
fan in
of
the screen.
The
unreal
nature
of
the
body
should
make
a movie screen can be blown away if
it impervious to other influences. The mind has designed
multiple
systems
keep in
attention
on the
webelief
turn
on ato fan
frontfocused
of the
screen.
body so that its tyranny can be maintained.
The unreal nature of the body should
It suits mind to maintain its virtual reality. So long as it
impervious
toand
other
influences.
does, make
it retains it
control
of its creations
its dictatorship.
The body’s false claim to be the self is therefore fed by the
mind
has designed multiple belief
body’sThe
demands
for attention.
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systems to keep attention focused on the body so that its tyranny can
be maintained.
It suits mind to maintain its virtual reality. So long as it does,
it retains control of its creations and its dictatorship. The body’s
false claim to be the self is therefore fed by the body’s demands for
attention.
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Illumination 83
Territorialism
Illumination
83 arises from the illusional
concept of space and form. It believes
Territorialism arises from the illusional concept of space
and form.
one form
can occupy
occupy a a githatIt believes
only that
oneonlyform
can
given space at one time. The belief also exists that etheric
spacetheatsame
one
time.
Thematter.
belief
beingsven
can occupy
space
as physical
It is also
understood
that
a
spirit
can
walk
through
walls,
for
example.
exists that etheric beings can occupy
There are no atomic or sub-atomic building blocks, no life
space
asbeings
physical
matter.
It
force the
or lightsame
from which
etheric
can be made
or
humans
formed.
Both
are
holograms,
equally
unreal.
There
is understood that a spirit can walk
is no difference in the substance of their forms – it is only
walls,
for example.
a trickthrough
of perception.
If the bodies
of etheric beings can
occupy the same space as a wall, so can the illusional bodies
of man. There are no atomic or sub-atomic
building blocks, no life force or light from which etheric beings can
be made or humans formed. Both are holograms, equally unreal.
There is no difference in the substance of their forms—it is only a
trick of perception. If the bodies of etheric beings can occupy the
same space as a wall, so can the illusional bodies of man.
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91
Illumination 84
The bodily
Illumination
84 program of fatigue is, of
course, an illusion like all other bodily
The bodily program of fatigue is, of course, an illusion like
all other
bodily programs.
presence in our
is further
programs.
ItsItspresence
inlifeour
life is
compounded by linear time and the illusion of duration. If
further
bywe
linear
the illusion
of thecompounded
moment did not exist,
would time
not haveand
to measure
duration
by
how
many
moments
have
passed
the illusion of duration. If the illusion
while we slept. The timeless place of real life does not
require
are activitydid
and not
rest measured
by their
ofsleep.
theNor
moment
exist, we
would
duration.
not have to measure duration by how
The depletion we feel after physical work or exercise
moments
have
passed
while
we
comesmany
from feeling
separate from
the vast
reality of
our
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One Self. It can sustain us indefinitely as we step out of this
hologram into freedom, into the place of no-time where life
is always renewed.
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slept. The timeless place of real life does not require sleep. Nor are
activity and rest measured by their duration.
The depletion we feel after physical work or exercise comes from
feeling separate from the vast reality of our One Self. It can sustain
us indefinitely as we step out of this hologram into freedom, into the
place of no-time where life is always renewed.
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Illumination
Illumination
85 85
We value our emotions more than our
We value our emotions more than our mind, thinking the
thinking
heart
to behave
more
heartmind,
to be more
valuable thanthe
thought.
Lightworkers
alwaysvaluable
assumed that than
followingthought.
the emotionsLightworkers
of the heart
will lead us to higher truth. However, mind and heart can be
have
alwaystwins,
assumed
that
following
described
as tyrannical
entraining one
another.
Both
help to trap man in the world of illusion through the ties
the emotions of the heart will lead us
that bind.
to higher
truth.
However,
mind and
The heart’s
program, run
by specialized
cells scientists
call the heart-mind, feed the illusory concepts of mind by
heart can be described as tyrannical
strengthening them with emotion. In the true reality of the
One Life,
neitherentraining
frequency nor emotion
There areBoth
twins,
one exists.
another.
no words in our vocabulary to describe the experience of
to trap
man
inis the
world for
of itsillusion through the ties that bind.
life in help
the Infinite
presence.
There
no expression
depth and vastness.
The heart’s program, run by specialized cells scientists call the
heart-mind, feed the illusory concepts of mind by strengthening
them with emotion. In the true reality of the One Life, neither frequency nor emotion exists. There are no words in our vocabulary to
describe the experience of life in the Infinite presence. There is no
93
expression for its depth and vastness.
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Illumination 86
Illumination
We think86
we are shaped by the expeWe think
we are from
shaped by
the experiences
past,not.
riences
our
past, butfrom
weourare
but we are not. We are instead shaped by our belief in
arethere
instead
shaped
belief in
them.We
Because
is no linear
time, or by
evenour
this moment,
the past
does
not
really
exist.
Memory
is
an
illusory
concept
them. Because there is no linear
time,
that perpetuates the illusion of the passage of time.
moment,
thethanpast
does
Thereor
is noeven
need forthis
aging or
death any more
a movie
imagenot
would
age.
Mind
scripts
ongoing
drama
programs
really exist. Memory is an illusory
through the lives of its creations for its own entertainment.
concept that perpetuates the illusion of
When life is lived from the timeless existence of the One
Life, itthe
is incorruptible
passageandofspontaneously
time. renewed.
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There is no need for aging or death any more than a movie image
would age. Mind scripts ongoing drama programs through the lives
of its creations for its own entertainment.
When life is lived from the timeless existence of the One Life, it
is incorruptible and spontaneously renewed.
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Illumination 87
Mental stress
Illumination
87 or emotional pain can
cause a fracturing in the psyche. The
Mental stress or emotional pain can cause a fracturing in the
fractures
distorting
mirrors
psyche.
The fractures are
are likelike
distorting
mirrors that shape
our illusional identities, contracting our vision of self more
that shape our illusional identities,
and more. The mirrors reflect backwards, as all mirrors do.
Thinking
we know ourselves,
illusionsof
of self
self-image
growand
contracting
our the
vision
more
into thicker and thicker prison bars.
more. The mirrors reflect backwards,
The truth is that what we really are, the essence of the One
all mirrors
do.fracture
Thinking
we no
know
Life, isas
incorruptible
and cannot
or split. Under
circumstances can the unreal affect the real, nor is there
ourselves,
illusions
of theself-image
anything
that can ever the
exist to
block or reflect
Infinite’s
luminous
presence.
A
mirrored
surface
cannot
exist
grow into thicker and thickerwithin
prison
the One Life.
bars.
The truth is that what we really are, the essence of the One Life,
is incorruptible and cannot fracture or split. Under no circumstances
can the unreal affect the real, nor is there anything that can ever
exist to block or reflect the Infinite’s luminous presence. A mirrored
surface cannot exist within the One Life.
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Illumination 88
The desire
Illumination
88for certainty is like trying to
grab at a cloud passing through the sky.
The desire for certainty is like trying to grab at a cloud
passing
through
We incomprehensible
live in an incomprehensible realiWe
livetheinsky.an
reality, ever expressing anew. Certainty is the mis-creation
ty,thatever
anew.
of mind
thinksexpressing
it knows. The sage
knows itCertainty
is impossible is
to know
anything
and,
because
of
this,
never
doubts
himself. it
the mis-creation of mind that thinks
The fool finds a momentary fragment of truth and builds an
entireknows.
church around
Clingingknows
to his fragment,
he has no
Theit.sage
it is impossible
self-doubt either since, refusing to look at other possibilities,
toonly
know
anything
and, because of this,
he sees
his obsolete
fragment.
never doubts
himself.
The fool
finds a
It is impossible
to have certainty
in the absence
of
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predictability. Doubt arises as a lack of trust in the
spontaneous unfolding of life.
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momentary fragment of truth and builds an entire church around it.
Clinging to his fragment, he has no self-doubt either since, refusing
to look at other possibilities, he sees only his obsolete fragment.
It is impossible to have certainty in the absence of predictability.
Doubt arises as a lack of trust in the spontaneous unfolding of life.
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Illumination 89
Immortality
Illumination
89 is a goal some on Earth
have aspired to and some have reached.
Immortality is a goal some on Earth have aspired to and
someIt
haveoccurs
reached. Itwhen
occurs when
illusion of death
has
thetheillusion
of death
truly been seen. Yet in getting rid of one illusion, we have
has truly
been
Yet
strengthened
another,
that ofseen.
identifying
within
thegetting
body as rid
our self.
We
can
prolong
the
illusion
of
the
body
indefinitely
of one illusion, we have strengthened
but in doing so we validate only that timeless incorruptibility
can exist.
another, that of identifying with the
The tyranny
the our
body demands
that, can
if its needs
are not the
bodyofas
self. We
prolong
met, we will lose our lives. By creating illusory needs, it has
illusion
thehasbody
indefinitely
but in
kept us
focused onof
it. This
strengthened
its illusion. Fear
of relinquishing the body is to fear freedom from tyranny,
so we
onlyhisthat
like a doing
captive afraid
of thevalidate
unknown outside
cell. timeless
incorruptibility can exist.
The tyranny of the body demands that, if its needs are not met, we
will lose our lives. By creating illusory needs, it has kept us focused
on it. This has strengthened its illusion. Fear of relinquishing the
body is to fear freedom from tyranny, like a captive afraid of the
unknown outside his cell.
97
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Illumination 90
The drama
Illumination
90 in our lives is created in
two ways; overpassiveness arises from
The drama in our lives is created in two ways; overpassiveness
arises from ourwith
boredom
our self-made cage
our boredom
ourwithself-made
cage and by the need to be in charge of our lives as we feel
and by being
the eroded
need bytothebepersonal
in charge
of our
our sovereignty
belief systems
that hem
us
in
like
prison
bars.
lives as we feel our sovereignty being
The mediocrity of the reality created by our minds and
erodedemotions
by the
belief
systems
accompanying
canpersonal
only be escaped
by dissolving
it
and entering
into
the
One
life,
the
greatest
adventure
that hem us in like prison bars. of all,
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that frees us from the tyranny of illusions.
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The mediocrity of the reality created by our minds and accompanying emotions can only be escaped by dissolving it and entering
into the One life, the greatest adventure of all, that frees us from the
tyranny of illusions.
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Illumination 91
Lightworkers
Illumination
91 have wanted to fix the
world and make it a better place. There
Lightworkers have wanted to fix the world and make
it a better
There
has been
pain because
it hasn’thappehasplace.
been
pain
because
it hasn’t
happened sooner. But if we are trying to fix the world,
ned
But if– something
we are unreal.
trying
we are
tryingsooner.
to fix a hologram
If weto fix
were the
to succeed
we
would
then
rest
on
our
laurels.
What
world, we are trying to fix a holoincentive would there be for us to see the hologram for
what gram—something
it is – an unreal creation of the
mind? TheIf
movie
unreal.
we were
cannot be changed from within itself. It can only be changed
to –succeed
we
would
then
onareour
– edited
from the film.
Miracles
happen
whenrest
illusions
seen for
what
they
are.
Illusion
must
yield
to
the
truth
of
laurels. What incentive would there
be
the One Life.
for us to see the hologram for what it
is—an unreal creation of the mind? The movie cannot be changed
from within itself. It can only be changed—edited—from the film.
Miracles happen when illusions are seen for what they are. Illusion
must yield to the truth of the One Life.
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Illumination 92
99
To seek to
anoIllumination
92understand our self or
ther through selfexpression or any
To seek to understand our self or another through selfexpression
other method
to capture
otheror any
method
is istoto seek
seek
to capture
the sky. The ever-renewing vastness is indefinable and
the sky. through
The the
ever-renewing
incomprehensible
illusory, finite tool of vastness
cognition.
The
brain
and
heart
have,
their illusion of
is indefinable and through
incomprehensibself-expression, created a standing wave form , the unreal
realityle
in which
we live. the illusory, finite tool of
through
Thesecognition.
organs of self-expression
have not
served
us well,have,
nor
The brain
and
heart
has the reality created from within the confinement of the
through
matrix.
Only from their
the Oneillusion
Life, eternal of
and self-expressiincorruptible,
can the play be directed.
on, created a standing wave form , the
unreal reality in which we live.
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These organs of self-expression have not served us well, nor
has the reality created from within the confinement of the matrix.
Only from the One Life, eternal and incorruptible, can the play be
directed.
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Illumination
Illumination
93 93
Entering into the stage play of life with
Entering into the stage play of life with so much focus that
so much
focus
that
forgot
we creawe forgot
we created
it for fun
andwe
enjoyment,
resulted
in a feeling
of
isolation.
We
felt
abandoned
and
alone,
our
ted it for fun and enjoyment, resulted
limitless vastness diminished. However, it did not diminish
infocus
a feeling
ofinisolation.
feltonabanbut our
did. Standing
the middle of We
a spotlight
a large, dark stage does not mean the stage is not there.
our limitless
vastIt justdoned
means we and
are notalone,
seeing it because
the light is
concentrated
on
one
area.
It
is
in
autonomy
that
we
find
ness diminished. However, it did not
the satisfaction of aloneness. It is in abandoning self that
diminish
but our
focus
did.
Standing
loneliness
ensues. Autonomy
comes
not from
wanting
freedom of choice – we have only One Life and we are
inItsthe
middle
of comes
a spotlight
onliving
a large,
part of
choices.
Autonomy
instead from
in
Oneness.
dark stage does not mean the stage is not there. It just means we are
not seeing it because the light is concentrated on one area. It is in
autonomy that we find the satisfaction of aloneness. It is in abandoning self that loneliness ensues. Autonomy comes not from wanting
freedom of choice—we have only One Life and we are part of Its
choices. Autonomy comes instead from living in Oneness.
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Illumination
Illumination
94 94
The fear of missing something stems
The fear of missing something stems from the belief there
from we
the
we
is something
do belief
not know there
and that is
it issomething
possible to
makedo
mistakes.
These
illusions,
coupled
with
the
illusion
not know and that it is possible to
that insights or events are timed, leads us to believe we
mistakes.
illusions,
couldmake
miss something.
Because These
the mind has
tended to coucreate complexity, it has made us obsessively question our
pledour
with
that ofinsights
or
worthiness,
abilitythe
to doillusion
what is expected
us, our
abilityevents
to understand
what
we
need
to
in
order
to
succeed.
are timed, leads us to believe
Because there is no failure, there is no success – just
we could
miss
something. Because the
spontaneous
exuberant
unfolding.
mind has tended to create complexity,
it has made us obsessively question our worthiness, our ability to do
what is expected of us, our ability to understand what we need to in
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order to succeed. Because there is no failure, there is no success—

Illuminations
of the
Gods
just spontaneous exuberant
unfolding.

Illumination
Illumination
95 95
The obsession of humanity to seek
The obsession of humanity to seek sameness stems from
sameness
from
theAlthough
memory
the memory
of havingstems
come from
Oneness.
there of
is a vast
difference
between
these
two
ways
of
existing,
the
having come from Oneness. Although
concept of oneness providing comfort is further enforced
there
difference
by having
beenisinaa vast
mother’s
womb. When between
others exhibitthese
dis-similar levels of conduct, it causes us discomfort and we
two
of existing, the concept of
wish for
themways
to change.
providing
comfort
further
All lifeoneness
has equal value.
There is no lesser
or higheris
standard
of conduct if we realize that our choices are guided by
enforced by having been in a mother’s
the One Life. Sameness does not bring contentment, but
stagnation.
womb. When others exhibit dis-similar
levels of conduct, it causes us discomfort and we wish for them to
change.
All life has equal value. There is no lesser or higher standard of
conduct if we realize that our choices are guided by the One Life.
Sameness does not bring contentment, but stagnation.
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Illumination
103
Illumination
96 96
Most want more ease in their lives and
Most want more ease in their lives and envy others who
envy
othersto who
have it.comes
Theintendency
have it.
The tendency
feel over-worked
part
from to
the feel
illusionover-worked
of inertia. The principle
of
inertia
comes in says
part from
that to maintain the present performance level, the status
the needs
illusion
inertia.
principle
of
quo, there
to be aof
constant
inputThe
of resources.
The
premise is that we have only enough resources to do a
inertia
says
maintain
certain
amount of
work. Ifthat
more to
is required,
we feel the
over- preworked.
sent performance level, the status quo,
The boundless resources of the One Life are ours and,
there needs to be a constant input of
because our body is an illusion, depletion of it is imaginary.
resources. The premise is that we have
only enough resources to do a certain amount of work. If more is
required, we feel overworked.
The boundless resources of the One Life are ours and, because
our body is an illusion, depletion of it is imaginary.
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Illumination 97
Feeling over-burdened
can arise from
Illumination
97
hopelessness and lack of joy. The illuFeeling over-burdened can arise from hopelessness and
lack ofsion
joy. The
illusion
is filledwith
with duty
and and resthat
lifethatislifefilled
duty
responsibility can result in depression and apathy. To view
can result
life asponsibility
a never-ending learning
process in
candepression
make it seem and
difficult,
something
to
be
taken
seriously.
apathy. To view life as a never-ending
Life’s hologram is designed as a play within the One Being.
can make
it once
seem
Therelearning
is nothing toprocess
learn and everything
to enjoy
we diflay aside
our viewpoint
that life istoa burden
and instead
see
ficult,
something
be taken
seriously.
it as unreal and meant for our enjoyment as the One Life.
Life’s hologram is designed as a
play within the One Being. There is
nothing to learn and everything to enjoy once we lay aside our viewpoint that life is a burden and instead see it as unreal and meant for
our enjoyment as the One Life.
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Illumination 98
The feeling
Illumination
98 of victimization has its
105
foundation in the illusion of relationThe feeling of victimization has its foundation in the illusion
of relationship
– that more
thanthan
one being
Because
ship—that
more
oneexists.
being
exists.
it denies the One Life that we truly are and instead sees us
it denies
the OneIt Life
that we
as theBecause
illusion of form,
it is self-victimization.
also implies
that we
have
in
some
way
been
diminished
or
reduced;
truly are and instead sees us as the ilbeen made less than we were before. To judge our level of
wholeness
- whether
we are more
less - requires the
lusion
of form,
it is orself-victimization.
value to be indicated by the illusion of reference points.
It also
implies
that
weillusion
have
in some
One such
reference
point could
be the
of the
past. Usually
our
hierarchy
of
values
of
wholeness
comes
way been diminished or reduced;
from an outside source. Reliance on outside approval is an
abandonment
of our One
Self. than we were before.
been made
less
To judge our level of wholeness—whether we are more or less—
requires the value to be indicated by the illusion of reference points.
One such reference point could be the illusion of the past. Usually
our hierarchy of values of wholeness comes from an outside source.
Reliance on outside approval is an abandonment of our One Self.
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Illumination 99
The illusion
Illumination
99 that we can be controlled
implies not only relationship but also
The illusion that we can be controlled implies not only
relationship
also that another
illusioncan
can force
itself into
that but
another
illusion
force
itself
ours. Fear of responsibility can make us believe that another
intous toours.
Fear Since
of there
responsibility
is forcing
do something.
is no good or bad,can
happenings
are
neutral.
This
sets
us
free
from
responsibility
make us believe that another
is forcing
and allows us to simply experience life spontaneously.
us toof do
something.
Since
there
The choice
becoming
the ‘controlled’
in the play
sets is no
us upgood
as a victim
objecthappenings
of pity, inviting sympathy
orandbad,
are neutral.
from others. This is done to fill the void left when we
This sets
us free
from
responsibility
see ourselves
as the puppets
on the
stage instead
of the
puppeteer.
and allows us to simply experience life
spontaneously.
The choice of becoming the ‘controlled’ in the play sets us up as
a victim and object of pity, inviting sympathy from others. This is
done to fill the void left when we see ourselves as the puppets on the
stage instead of the puppeteer.
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Illumination 100
Many feel
Illumination
100enslaved or trapped by
the body or feel it is out of control.
Many feel enslaved or trapped by the body or feel it is out
of control.
‘Enslaved’ implies
there is there
a relationship
is
‘Enslaved’
implies
is athat
relationcontrolling us. We have the deep knowing that somehow
shipbethat
controlling
we should
able tois
fluidly
change the bodyus.
to itsWe have
optimum
wholeness
and
the
shape
we
desire.
We can, but we
the deep knowing that somehow
not from within the matrix.
be able
to fluidly
the
Thereshould
is an equivalent
to dreaming.
We cannot change
change
muchbody
of a dream
in
which
we
are
participating.
The
same
to its optimum wholeness and the
is true when we wish to change the illusory reality of our
shape
desire.
notLifefrom
bodies.
It is onlywe
when
we realizeWe
that can,
we are but
the One
that we can meaningfully affect the dream.
within the matrix.
There is an equivalent to dreaming. We cannot change much of
a dream in which we are participating. The same is true when we
wish to change the illusory reality of our bodies. It is only when we
realize that we are the One Life that we can meaningfully affect the
dream.
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Illumination 101
The illusion
Illumination
101 of want perpetuates it.
Wanting something to fill a perceived
The illusion of want perpetuates it. Wanting something to
fill a perceived
in ourlife,
life, wewe
pushpush
it away. it
So itaway.
is with So
lack inlackour
wanting someone to love, wanting a relationship. Seeking
it without
is with
love,
oneness
is an wanting
abandoning ofsomeone
self, doomed toto
failure
because
of
the
many
illusions
it
is
built
upon.
The
only
time
wanting a relationship. Seeking onerelationship can be truly sublimated is when we know we
resideness
as Onewithout
within the fullness
life.
is anofabandoning
of self,
Socialdoomed
learning has to
created
programs
teaching us
failure
because
ofthat
theit many
is desirable to love others. This strengthens the illusion of
illusions
built
only
relationship
and tellsitusisthat
lovingupon.
the self isThe
selfish.
The time
desire to love another is used as a diversion when we
relationship
be truly
sublimated
encounter
the vastness ofcan
ourselves.
It provides
an illusory is
reference
point.we know we reside as One within the fullness of life.
when
Social learning has created programs teaching us that it is desirable to love others. This strengthens the illusion of relationship and
tells us that loving the self is selfish. The desire to love another is
used as a diversion when we encounter the vastness of ourselves. It
provides an illusory reference point.
109
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Illumination 102
Wishing 102
to be desired by another is
Illumination
often the mask worn by the need to
Wishing to be desired by another is often the mask worn
by thecontrol.
need to control.
It provides an
perception
It provides
anillusory
illusory
percepof safety in what is seen as a volatile and unpredictable
tion of
in has
what
is seen
a voenvironment.
Thesafety
one desired
the upper
hand inas
a game
that islatile
replayedand
and becomes
familiar.
The
other
illusory
unpredictable environment.
benefit is that one empowers what one focuses on and the
illusion
of
power
gain
feeds thehas
one who
desired. hand in
The one desired
theis upper
In trying
to gain control
volatile environment,
the one
a game
that over
is areplayed
and becomes
wishing to be desired creates a volatile situation. We cannot
The when
other
illusory
desirefamiliar.
anyone or anything
there
is only Onebenefit
Being in is
existence. To invite desire is to invite illusion.
that one empowers what one focuses
on and the illusion of power gain feeds the one who is desired.
In trying to gain control over a volatile environment, the one
wishing to be desired creates a volatile situation. We cannot desire
anyone or anything when there is only One Being in existence. To
invite desire is to invite illusion.
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Illumination 103
Desire for
Illumination
103anything causes emotion
and implies there is more than one
Desire for anything causes emotion and implies there is
morebeing
than one in
being
in existence. The
desire
to contribute
existence.
The
desire
to conto or fix others or our environment is often a selftributewhen
to or
fix others
or our
environabandonment
the vastness
of our being
terrifies
us.
The desire
to
contribute
also
stems
from
the
need
for when
ment
is
often
a
selfabandonment
outside approval because of the illusion that we have to
provethe
ourselves
through our
It gives us anus.
vastness
of accomplishments.
our being terrifies
identity – one of the primary self-created illusory reference
contribute
also stems
pointsThe
within desire
the vastnessto
of our
being.
fromour the
for outside
Frequently
desire need
to fix or contribute
is nothingapproval
more
than a veiled attempt to control through co-dependency.
because
ofmanipulate
the illusion
that inwe
We give
in order to
and get, when
fact have
all the to
fullness
of life isourselves
ours.
prove
through our accomplishments. It gives us an identity—one of the primary self-created illusory reference points within
the vastness of our being.
Frequently our desire to fix or contribute is nothing more than a
veiled attempt to control through co-dependency. We give in order
to manipulate and get, when in 111
fact all the fullness of life is ours.
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Illumination 104
The illusion
Illumination
104that we have to leave our
mark on the world gives rise to the
The illusion that we have to leave our mark on the world
gives need
rise to thetoneed
to haveoffspring.
offspring. The feeling
have
Thethatfeeling
life is transient because our association with life is with the
isour
transient
assobody that
leads uslife
to see
children as abecause
living legacy.our
We can
createciation
a supportive
tribe
for
our
old
age.
We
can
amass
with life is with the body leads
property or wealth and leave it as an inheritance. Social
conditioning
praises
those children
who successfully
childrenlegaus to see our
as raise
a living
and assumes there is a lack in the lives of those who don’t.
cy. We can create a supportive tribe for
When careful consideration is given to the validity of
our old
age.
can
amass
property
or
parenthood,
it must
also We
be seen
as illusory.
It cannot
be
otherwise when there is only One Life.
wealth and leave it as an inheritance.
Social conditioning praises those who successfully raise children
and assumes there is a lack in the lives of those who don’t.
When careful consideration is given to the validity of parenthood,
it must also be seen as illusory. It cannot be otherwise when there is
only One Life.
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Illumination 105
Striving 105
to become more of anything,
Illumination
such as enlightened or knowledgeable,
Striving to become more of anything, such as enlightened
or knowledgeable,
is based
the illusion that
that something
is based on
theonillusion
something
is missing – that there is a gap. It sees creation as imperfect
is missing—that
there
is something
a gap. toIt sees
and makes
us feel powerful when
we have
solve.creation
The presenceas
of imperfect
the illusion of inertia
has
given the
and makes
us feel
impression that if we do not keep striving and improving,
we will
backslide. when we have something to
powerful
The inner
knowingness
has whisperedof
thatthe
somewhere
we of
solve.
The presence
illusion
dwell in perfection. This is what we have tried to re-enter,
inertia has
given
impression
not understanding
that we
simply the
need to
practice seeing that
the unreal matrix for what it is and step out of it frequently
we do
not place
keep
striving
to theifformless,
timeless
of true
beingnessand
until itimprobecomes
a permanent
companion
as we play on the stage
ving,
we will
backslide.
of form.
The inner knowingness has whispered that somewhere we dwell
in perfection. This is what we have tried to re-enter, not understanding that we simply need to practice seeing the unreal matrix for what
it is and step out of it frequently to the formless, timeless place of
true beingness until it becomes 113a permanent companion as we play
on the stage of form.
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Illumination 106
When autonomy
or self-sovereignty is
Illumination
106
prized, it usually infers that we have
When autonomy or self-sovereignty is prized, it usually
infersthe
that we
haveto
thelive
right to
a self-directed life.
The The
right
a live
self-directed
life.
self, however, is not the bundle of organs, mind or emotions.
self,
however,
is things.
not Attempting
the bundle
It is that
which
produces those
to runof
life orfrom gans,
our unreal
self
produces
more
illusions,
which
in
turn
mind or emotions. It is that which
produce suffering.
produces
things.
Attempting
to
If life is
run from the those
incorruptible
part of ourselves,
we
function
as
the
Sovereign
Being
of
the
One
Life.
Life
run life from our unreal self produces
directed from this timeless place is like an orchestra where
more illusions,
which
in discordantly
turn produce
all instruments
play in harmony,
rather than
playing their separate compositions.
suffering.
If life is run from the incorruptible part of ourselves, we function
as the Sovereign Being of the One Life. Life directed from this timeless place is like an orchestra where all instruments play in harmony,
rather than discordantly playing their separate compositions.
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The idea107
that we are not responsible
Illumination
for the quality of our life has created
The idea that we are not responsible for the quality of our
life has
of victimhood in many.
It assumesIt asa created
sensea sense
of victimhood
in many.
there is very little over which we have control, in that
sumes
theredetermined.
is veryThe
little
our choices
are already
qualityover
of our which
lives iswe
very have
much under
our
control.
We
control
howchoices
we
control, in that our
surrender or resist what the One Life designs for us. The
designare
mightalready
require that determined.
we create a dinner. The
dinner
can
The
quality
be ordinary, well-done but lacking in presentation, or it can
of our lives
very
be a masterpiece.
It can beisserved
withmuch
grace or under
placed in aour
plasticcontrol.
bowl on theWe
tablecontrol
with no care.
It
can
be
given
with a
how we surrender
smile and love or from a sense of duty.
or resist
what
One
Life designs
The quality
of the day
is ourthe
gift to
life, whereas
our life is for
the gift
of the
Infinite.
us.
The
design might require that we create a dinner. The dinner can
be ordinary, well-done but lacking in presentation, or it can be a
masterpiece. It can be served with grace or placed in a plastic bowl
on the table with no care. It can be given with a smile and love or
from a sense of duty.
The quality of the day is our115 gift to life, whereas our life is the
gift of the Infinite.
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The fear 108
of letting others down is an
Illumination
extension of the illusion that we can
The fear of letting others down is an extension of
the illusion
that awemistake.
can make a mistake.
intermake
The The
interconnectedconnectedness of all life, the fact that individuations are
ness of
the
factmakes
thatit impossible
individuinter-mingled
like aall
dishlife,
of many
flavors,
for independent
actions
to
take
place.
All
interaction
ations are inter-mingled like a isdish of
mutually agreed upon. It is not possible for someone to
do something
to another.
The fact
relationship for
many hurtful
flavors,
makes
it that
impossible
and form do not exist, the impossibility for any part of the
independent
actions
place. All
Infinite
to victimize any other
part, as to
well take
as not having
any freedom
of
choice,
present
compelling
reasons
interaction is mutually agreed toupon. It
immediately dispel the fear of letting others down.
is not
to do soWe should
alsopossible
examine and for
erase someone
areas of guilt about
havingmething
injured anyone
else
in
our
lives.
hurtful to another. The fact that relationship and form do not
exist, the impossibility for any part of the Infinite to victimize any
other part, as well as not having any freedom of choice, present compelling reasons to immediately dispel the fear of letting others down.
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We should also examine and erase areas of guilt about having
injured anyone else in our lives.
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The illusion
Illumination
109that we have to justify life
by proving ourselves may come from
The illusion that we have to justify life by proving ourselves
may come
the deep-seated
knowing that
physical
life
the from
deep-seated
knowing
that
physical
and form are transient. Releasing the concept that we are
lifeletsand
form
the body
us rest
secureare
in thetransient.
knowledge thatReleasing
we are
eternal
and
indestructible
as
the
One
Life.
We
do
not
have lets
the concept that we are the body
to destruct our physical form, but rather fluidly transform it
at will.us
Nothing
be done to
formknowledge
we think of as thethat
restwillsecure
inthethe
self other than if we do it from our vastness.
we are eternal and indestructible as the
There is nothing to prove - only to enjoy, as from our
One
Life.formWe
do not
have
to ofdestruct
vastness
we enjoy
for what
it is – the
embryo
things to come.
our physical form, but rather fluidly
transform it at will. Nothing will be done to the form we think of as
the self other than if we do it from our vastness.
There is nothing to prove—only to enjoy, as from our vastness
we enjoy form for what it is—the embryo of things to come.
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Illumination 110
117
The feeling
or
Illumination
110that density is a mistake
that it serves no purpose is an illusion.
The feeling that density is a mistake or that it serves
no purpose
is an illusion.
Nothing
out of place,
Nothing
can be
outcan
ofbeplace,
redundant
redundant or a mistake in the perfection of the One Life.
ordoes
a serve
mistake
in– the
perfection
Illusion
a purpose
it is the
embryonic sac of
of the
a newOne
part ofLife.
life within
the
One
Life.
It
is
needed
for
the
Illusion does serve a purpopurpose of separation in the way the fetus is separated in
the womb.
It furthermore
gives timing, through
rateaatnew
se—it
is the embryonic
sactheof
which the density evolves, for the refining, strengthening and
partof aof
the One
Life.
maturing
partlife
of lifewithin
being developed
within the
sac ofIt is
density.
The
truth
is
that
nothing
new
is
ever
created.
But
needed for the purpose of separation
this does not mean that the Infinite cannot create a delight
for itself
evenway
if it is unreal.
in –the
the fetus is separated in the
womb. It furthermore gives timing, through the rate at which the
density evolves, for the refining, strengthening and maturing of a
part of life being developed within the sac of density. The truth is
that nothing new is ever created. But this does not mean that the
Infinite cannot create a delight for itself—even if it is unreal.
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Illumination 111
Habits and
ruts make us feel safe and
Illumination
111
provide illusory reference points in our
Habits and ruts make us feel safe and provide illusory
reference
points in our
vastness.
Theis
truth
is that
even on
vastness.
The
truth
that
even
on an
an illusory level, they have been anything but safe. Life is an
illusory
theynever
have
beenEverything
anything
ongoing
innovationlevel,
and change,
the same.
in thebut
reality safe.
of form isLife
pushedis
to keep
pace
with
this
an ongoing innounfolding dance of Life.
vation
change,
never
the same.
Remaining
in a rutand
because
it seems safe
invites forced
change
– an uncomfortable
way reality
to comply of
withform
life’s is puEverything
in the
request to keep up with its unfolding.
shed to keep pace with this unfolding
There is nothing unsafe in the Being of the One Life
because
nothingof
non-life-enhancing
can exist within It. A rut
dance
Life.
is a form of structure, an illusion within One Life.
Remaining in a rut because it seems safe invites forced change—
an uncomfortable way to comply with life’s request to keep up with
its unfolding.
There is nothing unsafe in the Being of the One Life because
nothing non-life-enhancing can exist within It. A rut is a form of
structure, an illusion within One119 Life.
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Illumination
Illumination
112 112
Everyone has felt that they should
Everyone has felt that they should know truth, that doubt
truth,
thatmany
doubt
the enemy.
is theknow
enemy. This
has caused
to cling is
to dogma
and
any other
sliver
of
‘truth’
they
can
find.
It
is
an
age-old
This has caused many to cling to
illusion that truth is a series of static concepts, rather than
dogma
other
sliver
oforders
‘truth’
an illusory
way ofand
lookingany
at it. Truth
is the
marching
that evolve moment by moment through creation from the
they
find. Itsongisprompting
an age-old
illusion
One Life.
It iscan
life’s unfolding
the dance
of
form. that truth is a series of static concepts,
The foolishness of anyone thinking they know must be
rather than an illusory way of looking
self-evident when truth is revealed for what it is. The
spontaneity
the Infinite’s
unfolding
makes truth
a flow that
at it.ofTruth
is the
marching
orders
rather than a structure. One who walks in truth is walking
evolve
by moment
through creation from the One Life. It is
according
to themoment
Song of the One
Life.
life’s unfolding song prompting the dance of form.
The foolishness of anyone thinking they know must be selfevident when truth is revealed for what it is. The spontaneity of the
Infinite’s unfolding makes truth a flow rather than a structure. One
who walks in truth is walking according to the Song of the One Life.
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Illumination 113
Fear of 113
annihilation is the result of
Illumination
cosmic changes having had the illuFear of annihilation is the result of cosmic changes having
had the
illusory
quality of being
linear, moving
throughmoving
the
sory
quality
of being
linear,
three successive stages of transformation, transmutation and
through the three successive stages
transfiguration.
of transformation,
Transformation
has as its quality thetransmutation
dying off of the old or and
obsolete. Cosmic cycles changed from one stage to another
transfiguration.
over eons
of time. These cycles ended cataclysmically,
leaving impressions
of annihilation. The
was its
an illusory
Transformation
haspastas
quality
dream. In addition, the stages of linear change are an illusion,
theability
dying
off ofofrealthe
or obsolete.
as is the
of any part
life toold
die. Impressions
cannot exist, for they represent lasting effects on the One
Cosmic
cycles
changed
from
onebystage
Life which
exuberantly
unfolds
in expression
moment
moment.
to another over eons of time. These cycles ended cataclysmically,
leaving impressions of annihilation. The past was an illusory dream.
In addition, the stages of linear change are an illusion, as is the ability of any part of real life to die. Impressions cannot exist, for they
represent lasting effects on the One Life which exuberantly unfolds
in expression moment by moment.
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The illusion
Illumination
114 of government has been
created by the illusion that we cannot
The illusion of government has been created by the illusion
that we
cannot self-govern,
that others
know
what is what
best
self-govern,
that
others
know
is
for us. The shifting of self-responsibility to another is based
us.areThe
shiftingat of
self-reson thebest
illusionfor
that we
held accountable
the level
of form
for
life-decisions
made
by
the
One
Life.
Because,
ponsibility to another is based on the
from the vantage point of illusory life, we cannot see the
greater
vision heldthat
by the we
One Life,
feel ouraccountable
actions are
illusion
areweheld
mistaken at times.
at the level of form for life-decisions
To blame others, we give them leadership positions to make
One
Life.ifBecause,
us lessmade
culpable.by
We the
cannot
be punished
we cannot be from
blamed. It is true that self-government is far superior to the
theof external
vantage
point but
ofallillusory
creation
government,
governmentlife,
is an we
illusion
if
it
comes
from
within
the
unreal
matrix
of
form.
cannot see the greater vision held by the One Life, we feel our acThe illusory world of form is governed only by the One
Life. tions are mistaken at times.
To blame others, we give them leadership positions to make us
less culpable. We cannot be punished if we cannot be blamed. It is
true that self-government is far superior to the creation of external
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government, but all government is an illusion if it comes from within
the unreal matrix of form. The illusory world of form is governed
only by the One Life.
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Illumination 115
Having lost
Illumination
115track of our real identity
as the eternal One being that has orHaving lost track of our real identity as the eternal One
beingchestrated
that has orchestrated
amazing Creation
of
thisthisamazing
Creation
of
individuated forms, we have felt lost and alone. The feeling
individuated
we
have felt
that there
is an over-seeingforms,
power that
has abandoned
us lost
has formed
thousands
of
religious
practices.
and alone. The feeling that there is an
The ages have seen man, in various forms and stages of selfover-seeing
power
has abandoned
pity, piety
and false humility,
bargainthat
with, appease
and try
to please
and
control
his
deities.
The
self-pity
could
only be
us has formed thousands of religious
assuaged by holier-than-thou self-importance. Self-pity has
been practices.
a major obstacle to the discovery that what we have
begged alms from has been ourselves.
The ages have seen man, in various
forms and stages of selfpity, piety and false humility, bargain with,
appease and try to please and control his deities. The self-pity could
only be assuaged by holier-than-thou self-importance. Self-pity has
been a major obstacle to the discovery that what we have begged
alms from has been ourselves.
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Illumination 116
Self-importance
has been a less painIllumination
116
ful illusion than self-pity. We clung to
Self-importance has been a less painful illusion than self-pity.
We clung
any perceived illusory
advantage
over othersover
anytoperceived
illusory
advantage
so that we did not have to acknowledge how lost we felt
others
soonly
that
weknew
didwas.
not
have
tofind
ackor how
unreal the
life we
When
we did
the real
and
holy,
we
found
ourselves
in
so
much
vastness
nowledge how lost we felt or how unthat we constracted in angst. The way we could stay in
contraction
enter into
more doctrine
and
real was
thetoonly
lifemore
weand
knew
was. When
dogma, often at the point of overzealous bigotry.
we did find the real and holy, we found
The going back and forth in our silent times between the
inplace
soof True
much
vastness
matrixourselves
and the formless
Beingness
until we that
live from there is our trailblazing answer to this illusional
we constracted in angst. The way we
dilemma.
could stay in contraction was to enter into more and more doctrine
and dogma, often at the point of overzealous bigotry.
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The going back and forth in our silent times between the matrix
and the formless place of True Beingness until we live from there is
our trailblazing answer to this illusional dilemma.
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Illumination 117
There is 117
no real disagreement if we
Illumination
consider that there are no two beings in
There is no real disagreement if we consider that there
are noexistence—only
two beings in existence –One.
only One.
What then
lies lies
What
then
behind this seeming friction? It is the opportunity to step
friction?
Ittheis the
out ofbehind
the unreal.this
There seeming
are no separate
pieces within
One, opportunity
nor can there be anything
inharmonious
with
It.
to step out of the When
unreal.
we step out of the unreal we become like anti-matter
withinThere
matter, cancelling
out
our
own
illusion.
In
this
way
wethe
are no separate pieces within
thin the veils and the illusory reality becomes a little less
One, nor can there be anything inharpervasive.
monious with It. When we step out of
the unreal we become like anti-matter
within matter, cancelling out our own illusion. In this way we thin
the veils and the illusory reality becomes a little less pervasive.

Illuminations of the Gods

Illumination
Illumination
118 118
Much control has been exerted to
Much control has been exerted to create conformity
create
those
we
among
those we conformity
think should be ouramong
‘tribe’. Whether
it
is within family units, churches or communities, if there125is
think
Whether
sameness,
one should
is accepted. be
If notour
there ‘tribe’.
is even ostracism,
or
at best
a
withholding
of
approval.
it is within family units, churches or
The irony is that there is no sameness anywhere at
communities, if there is sameness,
any time. Every snowflake, flower or insect has its own
individuality
and expression
the One
one ofisappearance
accepted.
If not ofthere
isLife.even
The quest for sameness is illusory – it doesn’t exist.
ostracism, or at best a withholding of
approval.
The irony is that there is no sameness anywhere at any time.
Every snowflake, flower or insect has its own individuality of appearance and expression of the One Life. The quest for sameness is
illusory—it doesn’t exist.
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Illumination 119
The desires
Illumination
119of the tribe, or controlling
individuals, for conformity have creaThe desires of the tribe, or controlling individuals,
for conformity
have created
equally illusory
tools ted equally
illusory
tools—appropriaappropriateness and propriety.
teness and propriety.
The self-appointed arbiters of what is ‘decent’ and ‘fitting’
self-appointed
arbiters
of what
and what The
is not have
a mentor that pervasively
spanned
all created life – mind. Mind was also a self-appointed
is ‘decent’
magistrate
and absolute and
tyrant. It‘fitting’
does not likeand
non- what is
conformity
feels comfortable
with labels
not either,
havesincea it only
mentor
that pervasively
and predictability. Anything that challenges its control system
spanned
all created
Mind
is either
ignored, attacked
or ridiculed.life—mind.
Real Life cannot be
lived within the illusion of a tribe.
was also a self-appointed magistrate
and absolute tyrant. It does not like nonconformity either, since it
only feels comfortable with labels and predictability. Anything that
challenges its control system is either ignored, attacked or ridiculed.
Real Life cannot be lived within the illusion of a tribe.
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Illumination
Illumination
120 120
If nothing is out of place, how 127has an
If nothing is out of place, how has an illusion-filled reality
found
exisfoundillusion-filled
its existence? There is reality
an unreal delight
beingits
created
like a pearl in an oyster. The timing of its fruition is vital as
tence? There is an unreal delight being
is the ability to develop strength and refinement created
duringcreated
its incubation
period.
like
a pearl in an oyster. The
The illusion
is
both
its
embryonic
sac and
timing as is the
timing of its fruition
is itsvital
mechanism. The illusional membranes will thin, allowing the
todevelopmental
develop stage.
strength
andwithin
refibirth ability
at the correct
The illusions
that are being discarded as obsolete are like the potter’s
nement
during
clay falling
away tocreated
reveal a refined
creation.its incubation
period.
The illusion is both its embryonic sac and its timing mechanism.
The illusional membranes will thin, allowing the birth at the correct
developmental stage. The illusions within that are being discarded
as obsolete are like the potter’s clay falling away to reveal a refined
creation.
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Illumination 121
We think121
we are in control of ourselves
Illumination
but in truth, the body’s life is so unreal,
We think we are in control of ourselves but in truth, the
body’sitlife
so unreal,
it isthan
no more
than a puppet
isis no
more
a puppet
onona astring.
string. Control is a myth, as is being ‘out of control’.
Control is a myth, as is being ‘out of
At times we feel so expanded it seems we are out of
control’.
control
of our lives. Even expanded, we are still within the
One Being who runs our lives. It does not take our direct
Atourtimes
we feel so expanded it
focus to run
lives.
weintoare
out ofMastery
control
lives.
Thoseseems
who enter
Immortal
knowof
thisour
principle
well, for in this stage of human evolution speech, writing and
Even expanded, we are still within the
living all occur within the total silence of mind.
One Being who runs our lives. It does
not take our direct focus to run our lives.
Those who enter into Immortal Mastery know this principle well,
for in this stage of human evolution speech, writing and living all
occur within the total silence of mind.

Illuminations of the Gods

Illumination 122
129
Thinking122
we are incomplete creates
the
Illumination
illusion of achievement as a measuring
Thinking we are incomplete creates the illusion of
achievement
stick of There
our worth.isThere
no
stick asofa measuring
our worth.
no isachieachievement when there is no choice.
vement when there is no choice.
This matrix is like a dream – not really there. If
Thisthematrix
is like
a dream—not
rewithin a dream
baker bakes
good cookies,
whose
accomplishment is it? Is it the baker’s or the dreamer’s?
ally
within
dream
the baker
It is the
samethere.
way withIfour
lives. We ahave
come from
the deeper
levels
of
the
dream
into
those
more
shallow.
bakes good cookies, whose accomYet we presume to look back and either cringe at our
plishment
it? Isonit the
thebackbaker’s
incompleteness
or patisourselves
for our or the
accomplishments. But we have done neither. The Dreamer
dreamer’s?
It is the
way
has been
the one orchestrating
the same
dream. The
Onewith
Life hasour
been lives.
pulling the
strings.
We have come from the deeper levels of the dream into those
more shallow. Yet we presume to look back and either cringe at our
incompleteness or pat ourselves on the back for our accomplishments. But we have done neither. The Dreamer has been the one
orchestrating the dream. The One Life has been pulling the strings.
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Illumination 123
To fear we
Illumination
123will encounter a void or a
profoundly boring passivity when we
To fear we will encounter a void or a profoundly boring
passivity
whenthe
we enter
One is
Lifefar
is farfrom
from the
truth.
enter
OnetheLife
the
truth.
Multiple experiences of the One are required as we exit
theseeOne
from Multiple
the Dream for experiences
us to realize that weof
cannot
It, hearare
It or encounter
It
with
any
of
our
senses,
even
the
inner
required as we exit from the Dream
ones. It must be experienced in Its boundlessness as we
dissolve
home, our
being,
beyondsee
any It,
forintousIt. Ittois our
realize
that
weancient
cannot
beginning. Yet we have forgotten how to participate in Our
Being.hear It or encounter It with any of our
senses,
even
ones.
must be
Realization
will come
backthe
to usinner
the more
we seeItthe
realms of life and the more we shed the illusory spider web
experienced
Its boundlessness as we
of form
that overlays thein
perfection.
dissolve into It. It is our home, our being, ancient beyond any beginning. Yet we have forgotten how to participate in Our Being.
Realization will come back to us the more we see the realms of
life and the more we shed the illusory spider web of form that overlays the perfection.

Illuminations of the Gods

131
Illumination 124
Society has
Illumination
124been seen as the supporter
and creator of order, a surrogate parent
Society has been seen as the supporter and creator of
order,to
a surrogate
parent
to us. It has promised
to provide
us. It has
promised
to provide
us with
us with amenities we believe we cannot live without
amenities
we believe
werules.cannot
live
in return
for our obedience
to its laws and
The
manmade
illusional
structure
of
society
is
not
needed
to
without in return for our obedience to
take care of us. We are governed by the One Life and do
not need
institutions
promiseThe
us comfort,
but then illusiput
its laws
andthatrules.
manmade
us in bondage through debt and taxes. Our societies have
onalenslavement
structure
of society
is not
needed
generated
to work
and class-based
structures.
Theseto
illusions
have
become
tyrants.
take care of us. We are governed by
the One Life and do not need institutions that promise us comfort, but then put us in bondage through
debt and taxes. Our societies have generated enslavement to work
and class-based structures. These illusions have become tyrants.
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Illumination 125
The remnants
Illumination
125 of mind feel comfortable with structure. They thrive on clarity
The remnants of mind feel comfortable with structure. They
thriveof
on meaning
clarity of meaning
labels. We
meaning
in
andand
labels.
Weseesee
meaning
art, defining and analyzing it in the name of intellectualism
in art, defining and analyzing it in the
and culture.
name
of intellectualism
and not
culture.
It is time
to experience
the purity of life directly,
through structured filters of analyses. Analysis is only
It ofismind,
time
experience
another tool
as is to
intellect.
Life is a directthe purity
expression
of thedirectly,
intangible, available
to us only when
we
of life
not through
structured
are open, spontaneous and trusting, like perpetual children.
filters ofofmind
analyses.
is world
only anThe promises
to provide Analysis
us with a pristine
have proven untrustworthy.
other tool of mind, as is intellect. Life
is a direct expression of the intangible, available to us only when
we are open, spontaneous and trusting, like perpetual children. The
promises of mind to provide us with a pristine world have proven
untrustworthy.
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Illumination 126
133
Eons of 126
cataclysmic Earth changes
Illumination
have created fear that we may in some
Eons of cataclysmic Earth changes have created fear that we
may inway
some way
bringing them
about. Itabout.
also makesItusalso
be bebringing
them
feel we have lacked the power to prevent them. The Earth
us by
feel
have
lacked
can bemakes
affected only
our we
One Life.
At no
time can the
our pounrealwer
formsto
affect
the
Earth’s
unreal
form.
prevent them. The Earth can be
Earth too, has an internal, incorruptible part. Our
affectedinseparable
only by
One
Life.
interconnected,
lives our
are also
indivisibly
one At
with no
the Earth.
She
is
safe
in
the
care
of
our
Eternal
Self.
time can our unreal forms affect the
Earth’s unreal form.
Earth too, has an internal, incorruptible part. Our interconnected, inseparable lives are also indivisibly
one with the Earth. She is safe in the care of our Eternal Self.
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Illumination 127
Accessing
the shallow areas of life is
Illumination
127
not better than accessing it deeply. All
Accessing the shallow areas of life is not better than
accessing
deeply. All
its parts
and levels
equally valid.
its itparts
and
levels
areareequally
valid.
Even if we have shallow experiential interactions, they
Even
if weif byhave
shallow
can never
be shallow
that term
we imply experiential
life is only
partially
accessed.
Behind
the
illusory
life
of formbe
is the
interactions,
they
can
never
shallow
vastness of the majestic All.
if every
by that
term
we imply
life
is only
Through
seemingly
insignificant
action, the
depths
of thepartially
Infinite Life speak.
Through the
windows the
of ourillusory
accessed.
Behind
experiences the One sees Itself with delight.
life of form is the vastness of the majestic All.
Through every seemingly insignificant action, the depths of the
Infinite Life speak. Through the windows of our experiences the
One sees Itself with delight.
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Illumination 128
The illusion
Illumination
128that wisdom exists implies
135
that the indefinable can be labeled
and
The illusion that wisdom exists implies that the indefinable
can bethere
labeledare
and there
are
static
points
in
the
Infinite’s
static points in the Infinite’s
unfolding.
unfolding.
Life of form started in smaller ‘boxes’ of illusional
Life
ofwisdom
form
started
containment.
It is the
of yesterday
that in
got ussmaller
to
this point by breaking open one box after the other. The
‘boxes’
ofmoments
illusional
containment.
insights
of obsolete
of dreaming
cannot possibly It is
apply the
to thewisdom
present. They
brought
us
to
where
wegot
are, us to
of yesterday that
immediately outliving their usefulness as they broke down
this point by breaking open one box
the walls.
It is time
for us
to leave
behind
ourinsights
boxes of illusion.
We
after
the
other.
The
of obsolete
are returning home to the Oneness and no wisdom with its
cannot possibly apply to the present. They
static moments
viewpoints can of
servedreaming
us there.
brought us to where we are, immediately outliving their usefulness
as they broke down the walls.
It is time for us to leave behind our boxes of illusion. We are
returning home to the Oneness and no wisdom with its static viewpoints can serve us there.
136
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Illumination 129
The illusion
Illumination
129of ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’
implies that anything contrary to the
The illusion of ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’ implies that anything
contrary
the real
can exist,
that life
life cancan
be inbe
opposition
realto can
exist,
that
in oppoto itself, that opposites can exist. There can be nothing in
sition
tooutitself,
opposites
cantoexist.
existence
that is
of placethat
or un-whole
or contrary
the Divine
Perfection
that
permeates
it
all.
There can be nothing in existence that
So much concern is given to making correct choices. Yet
is out ofourplace
or un-whole
contrary
by manipulating
discernment
and tastes, theor
One
Life ensures
our choices
never falter. They
always
to thethatDivine
Perfection
thatarepermeates
correct. We may lie back in the arms of the One Life and
relax.it all.
So much concern is given to making correct choices. Yet by manipulating our discernment and tastes,
the One Life ensures that our choices never falter. They are always
correct. We may lie back in the arms of the One Life and relax.
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Illumination 130
What we130
perceive as obstacles, life
Illumination
137
turns into symbols of inclusion.
The
What we perceive as obstacles, life turns into symbols of
inclusion.
The
oppositions
in
our
lives
were
never
meant
to
oppositions in our lives were never
be anything other than an intricate guidance system. The
meant
to bearises
anything
other
an inobstacle
that suddenly
on our path
is the than
loving hand
of thetricate
One Life directing
us
to
go
left
or
right,
were
we
only
guidance system. The obstacle
to take the time to see. By seeing only the wall, we may not
noticethat
that when
one doorarises
closes, another
has just
opened.
suddenly
on our
path
is the
The worst we can imagine is only a wave of the ocean. We
ofthethe
One
Life
will beloving
carried uphand
and over
wave.
We are
neverdirecting
alone.
us to go left or right, were we only to
take the time to see. By seeing only the
wall, we may not notice that when one door closes, another has just
opened. The worst we can imagine is only a wave of the ocean. We
will be carried up and over the wave. We are never alone.
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Illumination 131
Fear exists
Illumination
131that when we experience
the vastness we may disassociate from
Fear exists that when we experience the vastness we may
disassociate
The lifewe
we detach
from from
is not real.isWenot
life. from
Thelife.life
detach
detach from the unreal without separation.
real. We detach from the unreal witThe truth behind this fear of not being able to run our lives
separation.
is thathout
we never
really could do so, as evidenced by the
flaws of manmade reality and the many stresses in our lives.
The truth behind this fear of not
When our lives are surrendered to the Infinite, the fluid
being
able
tounfolding
run our
lives– what
is that
pattern
becomes
one of
perfection
it was we
always meant to be.
never really could do so, as evidenced
by the flaws of manmade reality and
the many stresses in our lives.
When our lives are surrendered to the Infinite, the fluid pattern
becomes one of unfolding perfection—what it was always meant
to be.
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Illumination 132
139
The illusion
by
Illumination
132 of pain as inflicted
others or by life is a misrepresentation
The illusion of pain as inflicted by others or by life is a
misrepresentation
our illusorybelief
belief systems.
For
from ourfrom
illusory
systems.
For
the creation of individuated life for the delight of the One
creation
of individuated
for the
Being,the
an illusional
fracturing
that created illusorylife
chambers
occurred
much
like
the
splitting
of
a
cell.
Those
cells
have
delight of the One Being, an illusional
been united as one illusion after another has been seen for
what fracturing
it is. The pain hasthat
been the
pain of disconnection
created
illusory from
chamour Real life of Oneness. This has been seen to be the case
bers
occurred—much
the
splitting
but, like
the air
that is as much inside thelike
box as
outside
it, there
has
never
really
been
separation,
else
this
illusory
of a cell. Those cells have been united
world would not have animated life.
as one illusion after another has been
seen for what it is. The pain has been the pain of disconnection from
our Real life of Oneness. This has been seen to be the case but, like
the air that is as much inside the box as outside it, there has never
really been separation, else this illusory world would not have animated life.
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Illumination 133
The sub-creations
of our manmade
Illumination
133
world do not really exist. The real
The sub-creations of our manmade world do not really
exist. The
real cannot
created byby
the unreal.
The chair we
cannot
be be
created
the unreal.
The
sit on, the room we sleep in – nothing is actually there. It is
chair
we
on,The
the
we may
sleep
just the
result of
masssit
hypnosis.
childroom
in his playpen
try and
build
a
bridge
with
his
blocks
but
at
the
end
of
his
in—nothing is actually there. It is just
playtime all will be removed and packed away.
the result
of mass
hypnosis.
The child
The blocks
we have been
playing with
are the building
blocksin
of life,
ultimately theymay
are unreal.
hisbutplaypen
try and build a
bridge with his blocks but at the end of
his playtime all will be removed and
packed away.
The blocks we have been playing with are the building blocks of
life, but ultimately they are unreal.
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Illumination 134
The mystical
Illumination
134 kingdoms are the reflections of the nuances of man. As141 such,
The mystical kingdoms are the reflections of the nuances
of man.
As such,
as unreal asas
we are.
is beingAll is
they
aretheyasare unreal
weAllare.
gathered back together. The 144 illuminations become
being
backThetogether.
The 144
one; no
illusionsgathered
have ever existed.
God-kingdoms
are gathered
into
one
kingdom.
The
Creation
of
the
One
illuminations become one; no illusions
Life will soon be ready to leave its incubator and become
part of
the nuances
Infinite Life.The
The mystical
kingdoms’
have
everofexisted.
God-kingdoms
realities are getting ready to join with whence they came –
are kingdom.
gathered into one kingdom. The
the human
Creation of the One Life will soon be
ready to leave its incubator and become part of the nuances of Infinite Life. The mystical kingdoms’
realities are getting ready to join with whence they came—the human kingdom.
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Illumination 135
We nurture
Illumination
135the illusion that we can
teach and advise others, thinking we
We nurture the illusion that we can teach and advise
others,
thinkingwhat
we know
them. Their
know
iswhat
bestis best
forforthem.
Their past
past is illusory and cannot help determine the newness
illusory
cannot
help
determine
of theis
moment.
To healand
and save
judges and
divides.
To
acknowledge
wholeness
is
to
uplift
all
life
by
thinning
the heal
the
newness
of
the
moment.
To
illusory veils that bind us. Each soul exists in the perfection
of hisand
true Oneness.
can we
everdivides.
teach anyone?
Thisacksave What
judges
and
To
would only perpetuate the illusion of separation by enacting
nowledge
wholeness is to uplift all life
the illusion
of relationship.
by thinning the illusory veils that bind
us. Each soul exists in the perfection
of his true Oneness. What can we ever teach anyone? This would
only perpetuate the illusion of separation by enacting the illusion of
relationship.
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Illumination 136
Although136
we have fluidly tried to reIllumination
143
lease and move beyond the obsolete
Although we have fluidly tried to release and move beyond
the obsolete
memories
past that
doesdoes
not exist,
theexist,
memories
ofofaa past
that
not
damaging footprints of that past still mar the sands of our
thetheirdamaging
ofcreations
that past
life with
imprints. This is footprints
because imagined
are not
able
to
change
and
keep
pace
as
fluidly
as
the
still mar the sands of our life with their
unfolding of Infinite Life.
is creation
because
If we imprints.
are not created This
as a separate
but asimagined
an everchanging
impression
of
the
unfolding
nuances
of
the
One and
creations are not able to change
Life, there are no lasting impressions. This is what we have
keepbeen.
pace
asimpressions
fluidly have
as the
truly always
Lasting
never unfolding
been a
reality.
of Infinite Life.
If we are not created as a separate creation but as an everchanging
impression of the unfolding nuances of the One Life, there are no
lasting impressions. This is what we have truly always been. Lasting
impressions have never been a reality.
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Illumination 137
The imagined
Illumination
137 momentary spot called
Creation that formed within the
The imagined momentary spot called Creation that formed
withinInfinite’s
the Infinite’s boundless
unfolding
has taken on ahas
life taboundless
unfolding
of its own, even though it is unreal. There is no place where
ken ison
of itspermeates
own, even
the Infinite
not a
andlife
Its presence
even thethough
illusory
portion
of
Its
Being
where
this
imagined
creation
it is unreal. There is no place
where
took place, thereby enlivening it.
thetheInfinite
is notorand
perAnything
One Life creates
that isIts
not,presence
is a baser
addition
that cannot
exist.the
Nothing
should ever
be created;
meates
even
illusory
portion
of Its
it would detract from the whole and create space. What
Being
this
imagined
creation
then are
you andwhere
I as the One
Life? We
are beginningless
and real as impressions of the unfolding nuances of the
took place, thereby enlivening it.
Infinite.
Anything the One Life creates or that is not, is a baser addition
that cannot exist. Nothing should ever be created; it would detract
from the whole and create space. What then are you and I as the One
Life? We are beginningless and real as impressions of the unfolding
nuances of the Infinite.

Illuminations of the Gods

145
Illumination 138
Within the
true Beingness we are, theIllumination
138
re are no polarities, no rest or activity,
Within the true Beingness we are, there are no polarities,
no rest
activity, no beingness
doingness. In desiring
noor beingness
andanddoingness.
In desito experience interaction with the imagined creation, the
ringofto
experience
interaction
four levels
dreaming
came into being.
The Infinite with
createdthe
a dream
body
and
entered
into
the
dream
with
Its
illusory
imagined creation, the four levels of
body in the illusion of relationship.
dreaming
into
being.
The
Infinite
Within
the moment came
formed by
the ‘pulse’
or ‘pop’
in the
timelessness
of
Infinite
Life,
all
eons
of
existence
occurred.
created a dream body and entered into
Like an entire book contained on microfilm in the dot of
the‘i’,dream
Itswithin
illusory
body
the letter
all life has with
occurred
the illusion
of thein the
moment. It is impossible for dreaming or sleep to occur. It is
illusion
relationship.
not possible
for a of
moment
to be created in Infinite Life.
Within the moment formed by the ‘pulse’ or ‘pop’ in the timelessness of Infinite Life, all eons of existence occurred. Like an entire
book contained on microfilm in the dot of the letter ‘i’, all life has
occurred within the illusion of the moment. It is impossible for
dreaming or sleep to occur. It is not possible for a moment to be
created in Infinite Life.
146
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Illumination 139
The definition
Illumination
139 of illusion is the desire for the unreal to be real. The tools
The definition of illusion is the desire for the unreal to be
real. The
tools illusion
created to
its desire
fantasy, are
illusion
created
tofulfill
fulfill
itsaredesire
daydreaming and imagination. These three tools gave rise to
fantasy,
daydreaming
and and
imagination.
the three
directions
of the above, the below
the within.
In turn,
the
first
three
stages
of
linear
time
and
illusory
These
three
tools
gave
rise
to
the three
creation began.
directions
of the
above,
the below and
The Infinite
has no actual
movement,
but unfolding,
alternating
creates
the three stathe impressions.
within. The
In One
turn,Lifethe
first
impressions of form for its delight – not as static shape but
ges of linear
time and illusory creation
fluid boundary-less
impressions.
began.
The Infinite has no actual movement, but unfolding, alternating
impressions. The One Life creates the impressions of form for its
delight—not as static shape but fluid boundary-less impressions.
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Illumination 140
The illusory
Illumination
140 way in which we see
147
events unfold within the illusion-based
The illusory way in which we see events unfold within the
illusion-based
form creates
the impressions
of
sensessenses
of ofform
creates
the impressicontinuity and repetitiveness. The factor of the illusion of the
onscontributes
of continuity
repetitiveness.
moment
to this. Imagineand
the Infinite
beingness in
unfolding
fluidity.
Imagine
that
within
it
a
‘pop’
happens.
ThemoThe factor of the illusion of the
pop has just created a moment, because there was a time
it occurred
a time it did not. A
a place of the
mentandcontributes
tomoment
this. inImagine
no-time is an anomaly; something that does not belong. The
in unfolding
resultInfinite
is that, like abeingness
rubber ball thrown
on the floor, itfluidity.
seems
to bounce
over
and
over
again.
This
gives
the
impression
Imagine that within it a ‘pop’ happens.
of continuity but in fact it’s the same moment repeating.
Because
you pop
imagined
it, it was
really there.
The
has
justnever
created
a moment,
because there was a time it occurred and a time it did not. A moment
in a place of no-time is an anomaly; something that does not belong.
The result is that, like a rubber ball thrown on the floor, it seems to
bounce over and over again. This gives the impression of continuity
but in fact it’s the same moment repeating. Because you imagined it,
it was never really there.
148
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Illumination 141
There can
be no over-focus because
Illumination
141
there is no reference point. There can
There can be no over-focus because there is no reference
point.be
There
be no addiction
because thethe
OneOne
Life canLife
nocanaddiction
because
never abandon Itself. The unreal cannot have influence of
canin seeming
neverdesirable
abandon
Itself. orThe
any kind
or indispensible
real tounreal
the
One Life,
for
it
does
not
exist.
cannot have influence of any kind in
When the first pulse within the Infinite became important
seeming
desirable
or was
indispensible
as something
new or
attractive, illusion
seemingly born. or
Yet none
real or
has ever
existed.
realof this
to isthe
One
Life,
for it does not
Mind was formed by the hypnotic effect of the unreal and
exist.
the attraction it had for the One life. Thus, one illusion begat
another. When the first pulse within the
Infinite became important as something new or attractive, illusion
was seemingly born. Yet none of this is real or has ever existed.
Mind was formed by the hypnotic effect of the unreal and the
attraction it had for the One life. Thus, one illusion begat another.
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Illumination 142
149
A heartbeat,
was
Illumination
142 like a single pulse,
imagined within the One Life. But
A heartbeat, like a single pulse, was imagined within the
One Life.
But because
there isisnono
time,time,
it set thatitmoment
because
there
set that
apart from the no-time. The effect of having a momentary
moment
from
theandno-time.
heartbeat
was that apart
it repeated
itself over
over, like a The
record
that
has
gotten
stuck.
The
result
was
that
a heartbeat
effect of having a momentary
heartwas born. This is extremely confusing and contradictory. It
defined
a
space
where
it
could
be
most
strongly
heard
or
beat was that it repeated itself over
felt. This area could be defined as a heart. Further out from
over,anlike
a reference
recordpoint,
thatthehas
what and
now became
illusory
area gotten
that was
still
affected
by
the
heartbeat
became
a
body.
The
stuck. The result was that a heartbeat
illusion that anything new can be created, such as a pulse,
implies
that there
is something
Infinite does not
know –
was
born.
This istheextremely
confusing
an impossibility since there is nothing beyond the One Life.
and contradictory. It defined a space where it could be most strongly
heard or felt. This area could be defined as a heart. Further out from
what now became an illusory reference point, the area that was still
affected by the heartbeat became a body. The illusion that anything
new can be created, such as a pulse, implies that there is something
the Infinite does not know—an150impossibility since there is nothing
beyond the One Life.
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Illumination 143
As more143
attention was given to the
Illumination
heartbeat, it was able to receive more
As more attention was given to the heartbeat, it was
able to
receivemore
more and and
more and
became receptive.
and
became
receptive.
Femininity was born as an illusion. The imbalance this
Femininity
wasflash.
born
as anpolarity
illusion.
created
generated a lightning
The masculine
was formed.
The
split
of
masculine
and
feminine
from
the
The imbalance this created generated
androgynous One Life gave duality as an illusion. The heart
received
an electrical shock
thatThe
split it masculine
into four ventricles.
a lightning
flash.
polarFour spaces were created and the four directions were
born. ity was formed. The split of masculine
andhaving
feminine
By never
encounteredfrom
anythingthe
unrealandrogynous
before –
because in fact it did not exist – the Infinite assumed
OnetoLife
as antoillusion.
everything
be real.gave
Now theduality
illusion of seeking
understand
unrealreceived
was formed. an electrical shock that split it into four venThe the
heart
tricles. Four spaces were created and the four directions were born.
By never having encountered anything unreal before—because
in fact it did not exist—the Infinite assumed everything to be real.
Now the illusion of seeking to understand the unreal was formed.
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Illumination 144
The seeming
Illumination
144 splitting created many
illusions: that loss or damage could
The seeming splitting created many illusions: that loss
or damage
could
occur
and that
something could
occur occur
occur
and
that
something
could
outside the One’s control. There were many questions that
One’s created
control.
There
aroseoutside
and the act the
of questioning
density
of form were
as it became
more
real
and
solid
from
focusing
on
many questions that arose andit. The
the act
created illusional realities we have been in are the result of
the Infinite
‘fixing’
the
fracturing
of
the
heart
it
had
formed.
of questioning created density of form
Like a wound that develops thick and hard scar tissue, life
asdense
it became
and solid from
became
where the more
fracturingreal
had occurred.
focusingofon
it. ofThe
created
illusional
The embodiment
the part
the Infinite
that was
focusing on it was drawn into the scar tissue or dense
realities
we have
been
in are
the tool
result
creations
by Its questions
and mind
became
an illusory
for finding
the
way
out
of
the
web
of
illusion.
of the Infinite ‘fixing’ the fracturing of the heart it had formed. Like
a wound that develops thick and hard scar tissue, life became dense
where the fracturing had occurred.
The embodiment of the part of the Infinite that was focusing on
it was drawn into the scar tissue or dense creations by Its questions
and mind became an illusory tool
for finding the way out of the web
152
of illusion.
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The Postures
The purpose of Saradesi Satva Yoga’s postures is to remove linear
time—the primary cause of aging and decay. In removing the opposites of movement and stillness by balancing them, we cancel them
out to reveal a state of eternal rejuvenation.1
Saradesi Satva Yoga alternates movement and stillness. The
movement expresses, the stillness listens. The movements are slow
and deliberate like those found in the more feminine styles of martial arts. This type of movement can best be described as ‘stillness
within movement’. During the motionless postures, the mind becomes completely silent. The motions too are done mindlessly as
the depth of our being expresses.
The moving postures express the feeling of verses in The Poetry
of Dreaming2. Movements are done as an intuitive response of the
body to experiencing the dream poetry. (The verses given with this
yoga are but examples of a few such verses and they can be supplemented with others from The Poetry of Dreaming.) The motionless
postures enter into the feelings evoked by the images. Immersing
the self into the still postures, the practitioner enters the feeling of
the poetic verse while doing the guided posture. The Saradesi yoga
sound elixirs are played throughout the yoga.

The Poetry of Dreaming
Excerpted From Shrihat Satva Yoga
Cosmic cycles of life fall into two categories:
those that can be called the ascension cycles and
those that are called the descension cycles.
1 Highly recommended reading: Secrets of Rejuvenation by Almine.
2 See Labyrinth of the Moon for Poetry of Dreaming.
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There are 12 electrical, masculine, light-based cycles; these are
the ascension cycles. Likewise there are 12 cycles of a feminine,
magnetic, frequency-based nature. Each of these has been repeated
many times by all creatures as incarnation cycles.
The unresolved issues of those cycles, such as old belief systems,
memories of pain and other distorted emotions are presented for
resolution in dreams. There are 24 depths of dreaming, with the 12
more shallow ones communicating to us through dream symbols.
The 12 deepest dream states are the feminine, non-cognitive states
that cannot be interpreted through dream symbols and produce what
to us seems like a deep, dreamless sleep. They speak to us through
art and the Poetry of Dreaming.
This unique poetry communicates through omissions—that
which is not said—imparting multiple depths of meaning revealing themselves as feelings and qualities. Although the Poetry of
Dreaming uses literary devices such as assonance, alliteration, personification and sustained epithets, their use has profound purpose
that transcends the obvious. The same applies to the use of adjectives in this type of poetry.
Its concise but powerful descriptive quality is reminiscent of the
poetic form called Haiku, but whereas Haiku is bound by a rigid
structure, the Poetry of Dreaming is not. Haiku provides the essence
of simplicity that lies within the complexity of appearances. The
Poetry of Dreaming whispers, through its rich imagery, of the primordial origins of the moment.
… The Poetry of Dreaming is used to open non-cognitive communication with the deeper states of dreaming. This allows the issues of very old cycles of life to come to the surface for cancellation.
… It is recommended that the student meditate on the concept
associated with the posture for ten to fifteen minutes preparatory to
commencing the yoga session.
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… The music for this purpose is unique and irreplaceable because it is sung in the Solfeggio scale. This is the scale used for
Gregorian chants until it was banned by the Catholic Church in the
early Middle Ages. Its effect of liberating the listener from belief
systems is profound.
The method is simple. The student reads the verse, empties his or
her mind through entering a meditative state, and simply observes
any images that arise and the subtle feelings they evoke.
… At no time should analysis be used. The more empty the mind,
the more successful the non-cognitive communication from the
deep psyche can be. Capturing in writing the images that arise can
be helpful. Different students may receive communications in different forms.
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Movement 1
The sun sets. Tree branches blacken against the night sky
like flotsam adrift in an endless sea. The frog welcomes the
evening star.
With this movement, release belief systems around
the aging of the body and all associations of a specific
age. Remembering the freedom of childhood and how
comfortable we felt with the body and its movements
will help to free up the stuck patterns of these belief
systems in the body.
Suggested Interpretations
• Feel the endlessness of life’s alternating cycles. As one closes,
another begins. Viewed from a timeless perspective, all is one; all
happens at the same time.
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• The essence of the tree is eternal, yet its form fluidly seems to

change with the coming of the night. In the endless contradiction
of existence, the tree exists in changeless change.
• The frog and the star are interacting within the interconnectedness of life. One gives joy, the other appreciation. Size is nothing
to the Infinite and all play a significant part.
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Seated Posture 1
The hand and eye movements of this posture are
designed to release programs of aging held in the heart
center, brain and behind the eyes. The breathing pattern
associated with these movements releases confining
beliefs that have stunted self-expression in the lungs.
The Posture
With your legs stretched in front of you, sit with your spine straight,
feet about six inches apart. Your chin is level as you look straight
ahead. With arms straight and parallel to your sides, rest your hands
on the floor and point them outward, pointing away from the body.
The Method
• Breathe in deeply through the nose. As you breathe, lift the arms
—still parallel to the sides at shoulder height—and gently raise
the head to look at the ceiling.
• With hands still pointing sideways, raise the arms only to shoulder height.
• Return to the starting position for this posture as you breathe out
through the mouth.
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Movement 2
In the firelight’s glow the aging Labrador sleeps on his
well-worn blanket. His muscles twitch as he chases a
rabbit across the moonlit field.
Allow your movements to express opposites and
gradually feel these opposites combine into a
harmonious state of oneness. The movement and
posture is designed specifically to release the illusional
belief that the body and soul are separate. Immortal
beings have successfully managed through inner
integration to end the polarity of life and death.
Suggested Interpretations
• When comfort is valued over discomfort, the outer life grows and
the inner life wanes. When both are equally embraced, the inner
and outer worlds merge in mystical union.
• The verse suggests that the dream is really being experienced by
the dog and the rabbit; that dreaming and awakening are one.
• Clinging to the familiar, as to a well-worn blanket, creates a rut
that limits resources and causes bodily aging. It leaves the body
behind. Transcending the limitation of mortality rejuvenates.
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Seated Posture 2
Designed to allow the programs of life and death to be
dissolved and the knowingness of the reality of eternal
life to surface. During this posture allow the feeling of
infinity, of having no beginning or end, to permeate the
body.
The Posture
Sit with the spine straight, legs apart. The legs are straight and form
a ‘V’ shape. Keeping the back straight and the chin level as you face
ahead, lean slightly forward. With arms straight, place the palms of
the hands flat on the floor in front of you about 8 inches apart with
the fingers pointing forward.
The Method
• Take a deep breath in through the nose while remaining in the
original position.
• Breathe out through the mouth while lowering your chin onto
your chest and moving your hands forward as far as is comfortable. Keep your back straight.
• Move back to the original position while breathing in through the
nose.
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Movement 3
Lace curtains flutter in the night breeze. The moon reaches with
tender fingers to stroke the downy cheek of the sleeping child.
The combination of the posture and movement is
designed to bring resolution to the illusion of movement
and stillness. Since all happens at once, movement
can be regarded as layers of stillness that have been
separate from one another. Feel the stillness within the
movements you create.
Suggested Interpretations
• Consider the lightness of the scenario; the carefree trust of a wellloved child who knows that life sustains him; the weightlessness
and fluid dance of curtains and wind. Fluid perspective and perceptional changes are the hallmarks of mastery.
• Beauty is not what it seems—a flat, two-dimensional image that
social learning validates. It is the fleeting and fluid interaction of
elements of existence that evoke the deep peace and rapture of
the unfolding majesty of existence.
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Seated Posture 3
An empowered being knows him or herself to be the
center of their universe—the pivot point that can change
all by changing ourselves. While all moves, the pivot
point is in silence. During this posture allow the body’s
borders to dissolve into its environment, that the illusion
of the still reference point might yield to movement
within stillness.
The Posture
With your body upright, kneel on the floor. Then lean forward until
your back is straight and horizontal to the floor. Support yourself
with straight arms and with your hands flat on the floor. Your fingers
are pointed forward.
The Method
• Sit with the back straight, face looking forward.
• Breathe in deeply, dropping your face down onto your chest and,
arching your back upwards, make it as round as possible. Breathe
in through the nose.
• Sigh the breath out slowly through the mouth while sagging the
chest downward and raising your head to face forward.
• Repeat.
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Movement 4
In the soil made rich by fallen leaves, the slumbering acorn
awakes to the rustle of Spring. A blue jay builds a nest in the
great oak tree.
Allow your body to feel the complete freedom of
changelessly changing like an eternal ocean. There is
no death, nor life, for whatever is real does not have an
opposite. There is just the timeless existence of eternal
life.
Suggested Interpretations
• In man the Infinite slumbers; in the Infinite man awakes.
• The acorn is the product of the tree and the tree is the product of
the acorn. The cycle of life never ends.
• Without beginning or end, our form fluidly changing, we enter
timelessness.
• That which we judge as unconsciousness is but the slumbering of
the seed in the ground. Its awakening is in perfect timing. There
is only perfection.
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Seated Posture 4
Contemplate an island in an ocean and the statement
that the ocean is in the island and the island is in the
ocean. Existence is within you and you are within
existence. Feel this until you embody spaceless space.
Posture
Sit upright with your back straight and the soles of your feet together as you face forward. Hold your knees with your hands under
and to the outside of the knees. Your palms will be facing upward,
your head facing forward. Grasp the knees firmly.
The Method
• Breathe in through the nose while raising your shoulders level
with your ears.
• Slowly breathe out through your mouth as you lower your shoulders. Lower your chin onto your chest.
• With the next in-breath, raise the chin and face outward as you
raise the shoulders again.
• Repeat.
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Movement 5
The snow geese watch the clouds move to shroud the
hoary-headed mountains. Inspired by the sight, they leave
as one on their southward journey.
Allow all self-consciousness and self-reflection to melt
away through your movements. Like a child at play
become the wind and the clouds, the rain and the earth.
Be fully present within yourself as you release selfconsciousness, belief systems of acceptable standards,
and personal identities—becoming as free as the wind.
Suggested Interpretations
• In watching for the trigger events in our life, we need not let
hardship steer our course. Beauty and inspiration can be the
way-showers.
• Sensitivity to our environment makes truth—the next step in the
unfolding dance of existence—self-evident. The concept of personal opinion becomes obsolete.
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Seated Posture 5
Allow yourself to be the observer and the observed.
Be fully present with your posture but allow your
awareness to observe it the way your hands enclose
the priceless treasure of a moving butterfly. We are the
music and the musician, the actor and the playwright.
Let all identity with roles melt away.
The Posture
Begin by sitting with your spine straight, your knees bent and facing upwards towards the ceiling, ankles together. Cross your ankles
and reach around the knees to clasp your hands together. You will
be cradling your slightly opened knees in your arms while keeping
your spine as straight as possible as you face forward.
The Method
• Remaining in the position, breathe in deeply through the nose.
• Breathe out slowly while dropping the head and slumping the
shoulders forward. The back will be slightly rounded as the head
and shoulders relax forward.
• On the in-breath, resume the original position by raising the head
and straightening the spine.
• Repeat.
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Movement 6
Night bells ring from the monastery, singing the sleepy
town to rest. Sleigh bells, like tinkling laughter, answer
from a snowy field.
Feel the timelessness of life, like a beating heart creating
its cyclical ages like the inbreath and the outbreath
of God. You are its cycles and when the inbreath and
outbreath become one, eternal life flourishes. Eternal
existence flourishes and life and death are no more.
You are the beating of the swallow’s wings, the mighty
ocean that beats against the shore, you are the inbreath
and outbreath of Infinite existence. Release the belief
systems of size and shape and identity.
Suggested Interpretations
• The monastery bells are stationary and reliable; something that
can be depended upon to announce that all is well. Yet their sound
fluidly moves. All our actions have consequences that ripple
throughout existence.
• The sleigh bells do not take themselves seriously. They do not
have the honored respect of many, but though unrecognized and
unacclaimed, they bring merriment and lightheartedness—the
counterpart in the symphony of bells on a snowy night.
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Seated Posture 6
Become a portal of life, all flows through you. There
is no difference between in and out, no directions and
no beginning or end. Nothing exists without that does
not exist within. Allow the fluid sovereignty of such an
existence to be felt in every cell of your body.
The Posture
Kneel and place your hands flat on the floor in front of you, shoulder-width apart. Sit back on your haunches as far as is comfortable
while facing forward.
The Method
• The body posture is maintained throughout in a relaxed stretch.
• With every in-breath, the head faces forward, the chin parallel to
the floor. Breathe in through the nose.
• With every out-breath, slowly lower the chin to the chest. Breathe
out through the mouth.
• Repeat in a slow, rhythmic way.
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Closing
We live in a time of fulfillment of great prophecies from ancient
origins. We are living, according to those prophecies, during a time
when all will overcome the causes of aging and decay; when resources will again be mastered that can sustain continual rejuvenation.
This will begin with just a few who will dare to challenge belief
systems and mortal boundaries. They will stand as shining examples
until all realize that eternal rejuvenation is the birthright of man.
May this day be now.
Almine
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Appendix I
NOTES FOR TEACHERS
The yoga may be taught to others if the practitioner has become
proficient in its practices. No other training is needed because its
effectiveness is inherent in its components.
Important Copyright Notice
This written material may be reprinted and taught as long
as Almine is credited as its originator. The sound elixirs
may be used to instruct others and may be reproduced for
personal use only. They may not be distributed for sale or
otherwise. They may be purchased from
http://www.spiritualjourneys.com.
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Appendix II
LIABILITY DISCLAIMER
Any liability, loss, damage or injury in connection with the use of
this yoga and its instruction, including but not limited to any performance of the yoga, is expressly disclaimed by Spiritual Journeys,
LLC and/or Almine.
Many have subluxations and misalignments in the neck. Seeking
chiropractic treatment prior to attempting Saradesi Satva Yoga may
be beneficial. The neck extensions and movements of Saradesi Satva
Yoga should be done gently and with care not to strain the neck.
Yoga is not intended to diagnose illness or to constitute medical
advice or treatment. Any student whose medical condition, including pregnancy or any other health-related condition that may affect
performance of the yoga, is advised to consult with a physician or
other qualified health provider prior to the start of this program and
obtain approval to participate in the yoga.
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Irash Satva Yoga
Shrihat Satva Yoga
Labyrinth of the Moon
The Abundant Life
Other Books By Almine

Irash Satva Yoga

Yoga, as a spiritual and physical discipline has been
practiced in many variations by masters and novices for
countless years and is universally accepted as one of the
most effective development tools ever created.
Man’s physical form in its original state was meant to
be self-purifying, self-regenerating and self-transfiguring.
Through pristine living and total surrender, it was possible to
open gates in the body that would allow life to permeate and
lfow through it; indefinitely sustaining it.
In IRASH SATVA YOgA, received by Almine from the
Angelic Kingdom, this ancient methodology is exponentially
expanded and enhanced by incorporating the alchemies of sound and frequency.
Using easily mastered postures paired with music from Cosmic Sources created
specifically for each, the 144 cardinal gates in the mind and body are opened and
cleansed of their dross and debris, allowing the practitioner to tap into the abundance
of the One Life.
Published: 2010, 94 pages, soft cover, 6 × 9, $24.95; ISBN: 978-1-934070-95-6

Shrihat Satva Yoga

The human body is unique in that it is an exact microcosm of
the macrocosm of created life. There are 12 points along the
right, masculine side of the body and the same number on the
left side. These are microcosmic replicas of the macrocosmic
cycles of life.
The yoga postures are designed to open and remove
the debris from these points – the gates of dreaming. This
will occur physically through the postures and the music.
Dissolving debris also occurs by way of dreaming (triggered
by the breathing and eye movements), releasing past issues
that caused the blockages in the points.

Published: 2010, 108 pages, soft cover, 6 × 9, $34.95; ISBN: 978-1-934070-15-4

The Abundant Life

By popular demand, the profound words of wisdom
that have changed the lives of more than 20,000
daily Twitter followers, communicating in multiple
languages, have been compiled into book form.
Three hundred aphorisms and mandalas from the
Seer Almine will delight and inspire her growing
global audience.

Published: 2010, 188 pages, soft cover, 6 × 9, $19.95; ISBN: 978-1-934070-20-8

Labyrinth of the Moon

The book contains 144 verses of the Poetry of
Dreaming and extensive lists of the interpretation of
dream symbols. It is a valuable tool for opening up
the deeper dream-states’ communications, promoting
the healing of the psyche, the body and facilitating the
balance of the Inner Child and other sub-personalities.
Designed to release the hold of past incarnational
cycles, it is an essential companion for practitioners of
Shrihat and Saradesi Satva Yoga.
Published: 2010, 188 pages, soft cover, 6 × 9, $19.95; ISBN: 978-1-934070-10-9

Almine is the author of many other books.
All are available on
www.spiritualjourneys.com

